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NFL draft a long day for Spartan hopefuls
Bright season, memorable performances not enough to draw attention from pro teams
By Mark Foyer
Daily staff writer
he waiting started at 5 a.m. Tuesday for a
few Spartan football players who had a shot at
being drafted in the National Football leagues
collegiate draft
Players like offensive tackle John Aimonetti offensive guard Dm id Dia/infante. linebacker Sam Kennedy and defensive hack KU,
nark had hopes mut being dratted hs a professional team
hut the wait continued. And continued.

Its 9.10 I uesday night, they were still
wailing. Through the 10th round. no Spartans
had been drafted.
Clark had hopes of going in the middle
rounds. But by late evening, it seemed apparent
that he wouldn’t he picked at all.
Clark expressed his feelings by telephone
from his parents’ home in Sacramento.
"I’m disappointed that I haven’t been
drafted." Clark said. "But I prepared my self for
the worst
If his name hadn’t been called by the end of

the draft. he said it wouldn’t mean the end oi
football career tIiiik said ...et eial teams had
contacted him about sienine on .us,, tree agent
sun n1c J
Dcloci
that liner
free agent," I
k said
lias also called
to see if I base been
Aimonetti didn’t esp.:, led iii eei dialled
until the later rounds But last wason’s illI’(’AA tackle hoped he wouldn’t get dratted
since he wasn’t picked Iss the ninth imuund
"Being picked in the late rounds doesn’t tit
a team’s need.- Aimonetti said. "It lust means

that Met arc pick
hod x "
Hut like Clark. Ai nonetti expressed the
hopeurt signing with a team as a tree agent
"Mx agent has said that a tea teams hate
show n interest in me." Aimonetti said. "I’ll just
ni’iglito oPilons
Hie same can he said about Diaz-Int:1w.
Hie all-PCAA guard said he is tery hopeful to
sign w uh a team as .m
agent
’ ’d like to shit on the West Coast." Dia/!Mame said.

Kennedy sould not he leas lied

or soin

cent
Clark capped .1 Miriam "nevi ui SJSt ’ last
season hr being named lust team all West Coast
by t ’PI and lira team .111-11
Ile played in the Japan How I. is here he was
named the deleted\ e mosi aluahle plater It,,
intercepted three passes
int tutting two "It
Heisman froptix w inner .end o I phi, in CuesNIl
Ir di? V Mlle’ 1,1.1 \ cole
tit ’s
Sc.

DK Ill.

pin:e

A.S. board
to review
new budget
Fullerton’s approval needed

Robert Avoid’ Daily
Tom Vlahos, member of the Fencing Club and Primo Orpilla, also a
member of the club and competitor for the team going to !mug Beach

staff photographer

warm up for this weekends tournament. The gannets they are near ing are hooked to a c
puter which tallies points.

Fencing Club members to compete in championship
By Deborah C. Cuadan
Daily Ste writer
Six members of the SJSLI Fencing Club are
scheduled to compete in the Pacific Coast Champii in.
ships this weekend as a result of qualifying III thee
divisions at a competition earlier this month
The club members emiing to I one Beach May 2
and 3 representing the ( ’entral California Din ;skin are
Phil Duffield, Sebastian In Heiberg. Primo Orpilla

Shaw, Chris Warlock and Anthons /anthataro
fwo members, Orpillo and tambatani. quid it led in the categors lot imidis idual toil A tour-man
sabre team, comprised of Dut field. reiberg. Shan
and Warliek, will also compete ’unit member who
won at the PC(’ can go to the national championships.
(’Imib President Samuel Slaughter tOrmed the orgam/ation .ilinost iv.. years ago because the varsity
fencing teams w ere 111,0.111111UCII.

"utter the teams were cut. the fencing progi.,,,
slumped. hut Mill lice ltmh has 58 members and en
rollment in classes is .ilso increasing. Slaughter said.
u

’We’re working at getting varsitt ,lana
lIne onlx thing we can do is have a t.,
and encourage enrollment in fencing t
said.
A former member

1.1
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Itt Da.id Barry
Daily stall writer
The Asancrared Students Hos& ot
Directors is scheduled to complete its
1,017-814 budget today Cu its us eek Is meet ’mg.
The budget. us hieh must be presented to SJS1.’ President Gail Fullerton
lus \l as I tor ;ambit al. V., ill be based on
die recommendations presented bx both
11, A.S. budget committee and A.S.
1’1, N ident ’loin Boothe
In a "scripted" act last week, the
hoard of directors soled to accept the
recommendations of the budget committee. except those that were considered
control ersial.
F.ach A.S. director was handed a
sheet outlining the procedure at the start
ot the meeting
This sheet included exact wording
on how to initiate and second the motion.
"It was scripted... said Boothe. ’1
think it was an absolute necessity tor the
hoard to conic back nest week and re:011..0er it there was no wax we were
!iiing to get through it."
A.S. executive assistant Gregg

Rose, who put together the president’s
budget agreed with Bm othe
’The time is needed to assure that
directors has e had the opportunity to
look miser the budgets after being off for
he said.
use \LI
inkhhe

tim

the

statolleht.

lions for the A S business office. insurance, intercultural sleeting committee.
program board_ publit relations, trust
hind reserve. us irk studs student assistant program. the Academic Senate. au xdiars hoard. California State Student ASSt,i1111011. , 4,111ell’s Center Week.
hl% ointment:II 14.2,01.11-L’i (’cutter. :WateSer\es,
liellile [1101110fitills,
and the art gallery
This was passed by a unaninutus
vote of the board
The board, still hillowing the script.
then ,aid that program board, trust fund
.Sec RI ’1)(11.7. pop, 8

Program board members ’caught off guard’ by revision committee
By Judith Faught
Daily staff writer
A proposed revision it Act 511 will
be presented at today’s Associated Students Board of Directors meeting. hut
the revis1011 was done most it ix ’thorn the
input of program hoard members. Program Board Director N’erda Alexander
said.
Act 50 is the A.S. act which established the program hoard.
Alexander said A.S. Vice President
Roger Wert, who headed the revision
committee, failed to notify’ program
board members other than Alexander

about the revision meetings. He also
gave her less than one day’, notice of the
scheduled meet ines.
Wert announced he was forming a
committee to i en Ise Ac I 50 at the April I
A.S. hoard oh director, meeting.
"I didn’t hear any more about revisions until last Vt ednestlax when I found
three I proposed I reN1111,11S Ii my box,’’
Alexander said.
She was told Wednesday afternoon
there would be a revision committee
meeting Thursday morning.
Alexander said she and Program
Board Adviser Ted Gehrke went to the

Thursday meeting hut acre ma prepared
with anything in writing
"We were sort ot caught tilt -guard.
Half of the people there had their Okkn
versions (of the Act)." she said
’’ We had 1111111111g prepared... A les
antler said. "We had ideas, hut nothing
written."
Additional meetings were stheduled for Friday and the weekend. Mei,
ander said she w as not able to attend
those meetings on such short notice
Alexander said she was not notified
about the 7 p.m. Friday meeting until I
p.m. that day. and the other times had

Employees reach tentative
contract agreement with A.S.
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
Seven months alt.! tiling to join a
union. the Associated ‘eridents employees have reached a tentative contract agreement with the A.S. hoard of directors.
The agreement was hammered out
during a three -and -a -half-hour negotiating session Friday between Roger Wert,
A.S. vice president and representative
for the AS., and Stephanie Lenart, a
bookkeeper in the A.S. business office
and representative for the nix A.S. employees
"It went smoothly . ’ I .enart said.
"It just took a long tinie to go over each
and every article."
Jean I enart. Stephanie’s mother and an administrator in the A.S. business office --- assisted Wert with the
A.S. proposal.
The six union members include four
employees in the A.S. business office,
one A.S. executive secretary and one

. . they don’t
understand what we do.
When they start cutting
from the budget, we’re
the first place they look.’
Stephanie Lenart,
A.S.emptoyee representative
secretary for the program board, Stephanie I enan said.
Paul lee, director of the A.S. print
shop, wanted to joie the union, but because his job description is "supervisor," he was not allowed to, she said,
The A.S. hoaro of directors is
scheduled to vote on tFe contract agreement at either its May 6 or its May 13
meeting.

I he tentant c settlement a e wc,ted
to keep the employees’ union, International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied
Trades Union, from seeking legal action
against the hoard of directors. Lenart
said,
Mon: spring break. Glenn Woodhouse. a business agent with the union.
said that because of delays in negotiations by the board, a lawyer had been
hired and that legal action was being
considered.
"We weren’t even aware that the
union was considering such action."
Stephanie 1-enart said. "We believed the
delay was mutual."
The employees, by a 4-0 vote in
September, had joined the union because
of the continual turnover of A.S. board
members. who are elected every year.
I .enart said.
"When the new A.S. members
come in, they don’t understand what we
See CONTRACT, back page.

iii it been set
he 1,"1111 slutiunlil II:1%e been int iteil
1.1 the in
Mrs sitite Met are familiar
suit hi the workings ot the program hoard
and what things !wed to be changed. she
said
" 1.110 has,: et err right to do a resiSIMI .111 \ suds 1110 see fit. NA I think that
they ss,,tlid V...1111 11,111e input from the
S:111.1
MO121-.1111 ho.Ird;
ichrkc had to int its’ himself to the
Thurstlax meeting because no one iron
A S board 01 directors notifiet1 him of it.
Alexander said
Wert said Alexander us as aware of

the act revisitms before spring break and
that she had announced during the April
in program board meeting that the act
would he revised. She also asked tor
anyone interested to contact her.
"I didn’t get anything from her,"
Wert said. "I never got any specific
things in writing."
"I had nothing from these people
i the program board members) 11 didn’t
seein there was any interest out there."
VSert said.
See MT. page 8

.

Tom Boothe
1.5 president

Burger sales beef up athletics funds
By Stephanie NI. Nichols and
DivyaJhala
Daily staff writers
S.ISt I’s White Castle Day is here again, and Midwesterners craving a bite of their home fare can satisfy them sets es at Spartan Stadium Saturday.
Hie Spartan Foundation projects selling 201010
.1 idei s’’
as the burgers are known by White Castle fabetween 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.. said Tons MeDonnails s
nell. ese, wive director of the foundation.
This third annual event will happen along with the
spring intrasquad football scrimmage. scheduled to begin at
3 p.m. at the stadium.
The square -shaped hungers, which are sold in only 10
states in the East and Midwest. are not usually available in
California.
More than 3,000 cases of pre-cooked froren burgers.
which are being shipped from Nashville, Tenn., are expected to arrive Friday McDonnell said.
"IThe burgers) are trucked in on a Rains freeler
truck." McDonnell said.
Microwave ovens will he set up at the stadium for
quick burger heating.
’Last year we sold 194,1XWI of these babies in two
hours. Thai’s a lot of burgers:’ McDonnell said.

the

to approve the budget committee’s recommend:lt minis. except for
sri iekrsl
thoseuat
.rch,en,i,...

hOard V, as

Of those, 167.000 had already been sold 011an adt :ince
order basis before the truck arrived. McDonnell said
"We an: not fully caught up on nuisance orders yet, hut
it’s about sixteen or seventeen hundred cases this year."
McDonnell said.
Reserved orders are sold by the case at a cost of
S32.50. Bach case contains ht) sliders. They can he murdered
at the Spartan Foundation, and orders can he picked up at
Spartan Stadium on May 2 between 10 a in. and Spun.
"the reaction Ito this event I has been unbelievably.
positive, McDonnell said "
"The Iwo things people from the Midwest miss the
most is the cost of housing and White Castle burgers." he
said
"Nothing can be done about the cost of housing, but
we can at least get White Castle burgers, and we are going
to bring them here." he said.
The foundation is hoping to raise $50.(X)C1 for SJSU
men’s and women’s athletics scholarships. McDonnell said
I .ast year’s event netted S40,000 for the foundation.
Spartan Foundation Board Member John Moran, an Indianapolis native familiar with White Castle burgers, suggested White Castle Day after heanng about a similar event
held in Felton Hills, Arir.. McDonnell said.
McDonnell. who is from Detroit. and who also remembered sliders, flew to Arirona himself to see the event,
sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce.
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Editorial

Medical research essential to life,
but violence is no way to oppose it
mcdical research utilizing animals is a fact
of life, and one that should not be halted
because a few extremists are getting out
of hand. This type of research is essential and
should be as humane as possible.
Animal rights groups have every right to
voice their concerns. Their cause is a good one,
and it’s essential to have watchdogs to prevent
unnecessary and unusual cruelty to test animals. But the use 01’ violence by these groups to
make their point is not the proper course of action.
Modern researchdone with laboratory animals has lead to scientists developing a better
understanding of how to treat prevalent diseases such as diabetes, heart disease and cancer.
Attempting to eliminate these ailments
from society, quite simply, requires the continued use of laboratory animals, like rats, dogs,
cats and monkeys. If animal research is
stopped, much pioneering medical research
will stop. There are many animal rights groups,
such as the Animal Liberation Front and the
Mid-Peninsula Animal Rights Coalition, that
would like to see this necessary research
halted.
For the most part, such groups have confined their illegal activities to break-ins, stealing and minor vandalism. But their tactics have
recently taken a violent turn and have cast a had
light on the public debate of animal rights.
A tinhuilt veterinary lab at the University

of

California at Davis was firebombed last
week causing an estimated $3.5 million in
damage. This action, which is equivalent to
pro-lifers bombing abortion clinics, is deplorable and is not the way for animal activists to
promote their cause.
Instead, such actions only perpetuate the
notion that these groups are violent, radical and
unreasonable.
On the surface, however, groups such as
the Animal Liberation Front, to which the starting of the fire has been attributed, and MARC
appear to epitomize the above generalization.
These groups want all medical research involving laboratory animals halted. They feel
animals must endure needless pain at the hands
of some sadistic medical student, that the use of
animals is immoral and wrong and that research
,doesn’t provide any medical benefits to society.
While it is conceivable a "Dr. Mengele"
is somewhere out there conducting sadistic, in
humane experiments on animals, research labs
are routinely inspected and ethics committees
formed to ensure that such activities do not
occur.
But the benefits of animal research to society are innumerable and undeniable. In addition to the medical war that is being waged
against debilitating diseases like AIDS and cancer, research conducted on animals has led to
vaccines for polio, rubella and measles.

Community Perspective

Program board should be nonprofit
But we area nonprofit orgamialion. and profit torus is
a way to increase programs. A loss for the program board is
the Assosiated Students Program Board is a twinprotit. not ii loss, but an expense. Every time we do a free shim tor
student -funded, student -run organnation. Our purpose is to the students, we "lose" money. Sometimes we plan shoo
provide extracurricular programs for the students. Every that don’t quite break even and "lose" money. What we
year we are given an allocation to spend just like any other "lose" is what we have spent to bring that show to campus.
eroup funded by the A.S. This year we were allocated If we were in the money -making business. we would be
S51,000. About halt that money went directly into contracts using student’s money to make money
instead of providand production expenses.
ing students with a variety of quality. programs for the best
We are not required to make profits, yet we do bring in deal. We doubled our programming budget and we’re proud
an income of $29.000
more than doubling our program- of it.
ming budget. All this monev will go straight back into proThis year’s program hoard budget this year is the
grams, and will be spent by the end of the year. !Ake I said, smallest in more than ten years This year has been one big
we are not required to make money, hut if we didn’t. we frustration for the program board. There is too little money
would have a lot less money to produce programs with and for all the programs we want to do. There is too little money
we wouldn’t he able to provide as many programs as we do. for programs on a campus of 27,000 students. We have
We try hard to give students their lllll ney’s worth. When we been forced to think about making money on a majority of
s barge admission for a show it is to decrease expenses and our shows lust to be able to pnigram for the entire year. A
stretch dollars as much as possible.
quality show isn’t always a money-maker. The program
The A.S. program board was created by the A.S. board has to choose: do less programs. do cheap programs
board of directorsto Ix, the primary events programming or charge admission.
body on campus. We are responsible for everything from
With a budget of 52.0(10. the artist -in -residence chair
lectures, to Wednesday night films. to concerts by major can never hope to do an actual residency, and realistically
performing artists. This year one student dollar paid to the can only do between four and six workshops/lectures the enA S. each semester went to the A S. program hoard. From tire year. An honorarium for a lecturer of any notoriety
that one dollar paid last semester, every student has a starts at $2,000. The entire budget for the lecture chair this
chance to attend 15 films, four concerts (two free). 14 lec- year was $3,000. The story is the same for classical, contures, five dance concerts and two classical concerts. All are temporary and dance concerts
The program board is limited this year in what it can
produced by the program board, he program hoard will
do. hut we will always try to do as much as we can. The
produce and present a total of 1181 events this year.
The Spartan Daily has kept students well informed of students ot SJSu deserve quality programs. If you would
allthe programs board’s profit and loss. The headlines have like to try. to do a better job, come win us next year. Applications arc being accepted now at the A.S. office and are
read:
available to everyone.
"Program Board Reports S3.000 loss.’
"Program Board in the Black."
"Program Board Tams Small Profit
Weds Alexander is director of the A.S. program hoard.
Verde Alexander
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Letters to the Editor
Ex A.S. officers have right to speak
Editor.
The April 21 editorial about me presumes a conflict of interest where none exists The single example cited borders on
-- a
sensationalism and could he interpreted as libel.
written defamatory statement that conveys an unjustly unfavorable impression). The single example is that I, a former A.S.
controller, requested funds from A.S. special allocations for a
student organilation. Comparing this example with the case of
Michael Deaver - who’s under indictment for perjury -- is a
far stretch of the imagination.
In making this comparison, the editorial staff has acted irresponsibly. Michael Deaver was indicted for perjury by a
grand jury. Is that situation similar to mine? Did a grand jury
investigate my case? The answer to those questions is "NO."
At least Micheal Deaver knows the grand jury followed a legal
procedure, but I was subject to editorial whims.
What is a conflict of interest? It is a conflict between the
private interest and the official responsibilities of a person in a
position of trust. Did I have a private interest*? The answer is
"NO." However. the Spartan Daily is in a position of public
trust. The printed media has power. It has the power to ruin a
person’s reputation and career. In this case, the reputation and
career belongs to me.
The very reasons the editorial gave for not "lobbying"
could also he reasons for helping student organitations. Students have varying degrees of knowledge and experience in requesting funds from the A.S. board of directors. As a former
A.S. controller. my knowledge and experience is considerable.
A student with no conflict of interest should not he prohibited
from benefiting students. Contrary to the editorial, a past association does not necessarily constitute a conflict of interest.
On Friday. April 24. 1987 I spoke with Andy find, the
forum editor for the Spartan Daily . Ile told me that the Spartan
But for me this is not just a lab beDaily is lust a
cause it affects me. personally. 1 object to being considered a
subject in an experiment. Are students guinea pigs for the Spartan Daily to dissect? My answer is -NO."
Still further. Bird tells me not to take this as personal. But
it is personal when people say to me: "You’re a lobbyist. how
about pulling a few strings for us?" iir when people call me
"Micheal Deaver, Jr." What hurt the most is when someone
told me "you’re just helping your little Mexican friends." Am
I not to take these comments personally?
If the editorial staff of the Spartan Daily felt strongly
about the issue of conflict of interest and if they had the necessary facts, then a constructive editorial could have been
printed. They arc weak on the issue, facts and A.S. procedures.
I believe it was unjust to pin me upon their laboratory wall.
Perhaps. the A.S. should adopt specific guidelines regarding conflict of interest by a former A.S. member. However, a
proposal of this type should he considered on merit, rather than
on the mere perception of conflict of interest. The. Spartan
Daily may not he the Washington Post. Unfortunately, the effect on a student at SJSU can he the same as those in Washington. 1).C.
;ahriel Miramontes
1987
A.S. (’ontroller, May 1985 February
Accounting
Senior

laboratory.

(Editor’s note: Because a/ the serious nature of this letter,
it is important to clarify the legal definition of libel. Under its
current interpretation, a statement printed or broadcast about
a person which brings that person into public hatred, ilmtempt
or ridicule. or which injures hint in his occupation, is libelous
only if it is false. Statements in editorials, such as the one in
which the Daily compared Miramontes’ situation to that of Mi.
char, Deaver, rarely fall under these criteria .rince they are
stated us opinion rather than .fail.)

Andy
Bird

Ode to L.A.
Em the resident of a city.
rho, Iv just picked me to phn
the Prince of Denmark. .
Hot buttered pool.
Where’s Marrakesh.
the wild storm
Under the
where saloges.lell out
in late afternoon
monsters of rhythm. .
Leaves, sodden itt silk.
Chhirine dream. .
1
- Ode
Jim Morrison’ s hist imptes,ions at the City of Angels

came to me one dav while heading south on the San
ItDiego Freeway. I had just passed the Santa Monica
Freeway interchange. It would still he at least 50
miles before I could take Illy gasmasl. off. Hut I knew
that stretch would take three hours. it I was lucky.
It boggled my mind that a tour -lane freeway could
turn into a 50-mile-long parking lot. But it was there before my eyes. One million, five hundred and sixty-five
thousand vehicles between me and breathable atmosphere.
I was accustomed to it by noo.. I had made the drive
enough times, but this revelation never occurred to me
before. I had finally found a solution to the nuclearwaste-disposal problem. Iii’. Angeles would make an
ideal nuclear-waste dump.
you think about it - it’s a perfect solution. Radio
Ifactive waste certainly wouldn’t hurt the city’s air
quality. As a matter of fact. it would probably improve it. Downtown I .os Angeles can accommodate all
the nuclear waste we could generate for the next several
thousand years. and the the Iii’. Angeles basin is large
enough to fully contain radioactive fallout.
We could quarantine the entire area. from San Fernando lO the north. Laguna Beach to the south and Riverside to the east. (The area west of the city. the Pacific
Ocean. is already polluted with tons of raw sewage
dumped into Santa Monisa Bay by the city ol 1.11, Air
gees.)
That would encompass approximately 175 square
sniles -- more than enough space.
Obviously, we couldn’t relocate the city’s entire
poptllation. So we would have to devise a system to save
the cream of the crisp of I Ass Angeles’ population -- the
street people. The rest. or at least the city’s leaders and
others who actually enjoy living there. would be allowed
to stay behind and divvy up the spoils
we’d he better
off without them and they’d probably thank us for it.
The Dodgers could move north to San Francisco and
occupy Candle -mistake l’ark and be cross-hay rivals with
the Giants, who will have moved to Oakland after the A’s
have left. The Rams could also move north - perhaps
here to San Jose where they could share Spartan Stadium
The Raiders would feel right at home in a nuclear waste dump.
Admittedly, this plan to get rid of this pimple
OK.
on-the -butt -of-our -state is a hit extreme and reactionary, That’s why I drafted Plan H.
I. mploying Plan H. we would convince the Soviet
Limon that I cis Angeles has seceded from the union and
is embarking on an aggressive plan to spread rampant
. capitalism across the globe, thereby inducing the Ruskics
to expend part of their nuclear arsenal and do us a favor
by nuking the city.
This would rid California of its biggest hemorrhoid
and give the Pentagon up-close surveilance of Soviet nuclear missiles in action. (Of course, to do it right we
would have to send Caspar Weinberger to ground zero
just before impact.)
Before any of this is done, however, a tunnel would
need to be built from Grapevine to San Clemente so we
could drive directly to San Diego, the true jewel of
Southern California. without having to detour around the
I is Angeles Memorial Nthlear Waste Dump.
.1 ndy Bird is the forum editor. A Hirdieye View
appears every S(.1111e..113 .
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Forum honors engineering students
By Stephanie M. Nichols
Daily staff writer
The 1987 SJSU Engineering Student Conference singled
out 16 student projects for CM:ClICIICe awards Friday.
The student -initiated event, subtitled "Engineering Excellence Day." was supported by engineenng faculty members
and industry representatives. Members of both groups served
as judges of the 61 student projects.
"I want to congratulate you, said Jay Pinson. dean of the
School of Engineering, speaking at the reception. This is
something I’ve been trying to do for four or five years."
Mechanical engineering seniors Steve Bastear and Stacy
Mayer. suggested the event as a platform for student pmjects.
"We were mad that a lot of projects were going unnoticed... Bastear said
We mentioned it to Dr. Pim, and this is
what we ended up with. .
Students were judged on the basis of project papers and
presentation. Each student or group spoke for 20 minutes.
The emphasis was on problem solving and communication
skills, Pim, said.
The project winners in "Production Design" were Alin
Baiter, materials engineering; and Donald Boryns. Thanh Ha,
Le Ha Ko and James Fyfe, chemical engineering.
Winners in "Engineered Computer System% I" were Rob-

ert Duffy. Tom Inokuchi and Mike Ortloff, electrical engineering; and Jeff I airge. James Koning. Greg ’romlinson and
Ian Nguyen, electrical engineering.
Winners in "Engineered Computer Systems II" Cynthia
Finley, general and computer engineering; and SandeepVij,
Pulin
Honrado Dactil )))) s. Ghassan Khadder and Satish
Sathe. electrical engineering.
Winners in "Engineered Computer Systems III" Chuck
Gus Illaugsnes and Dave Ames, electrical engineering: and Robert Demarat. general and computer engineering.
Winners in "Process Improvements" Romeo Esparrago.
John Terre% and Vivian Woo, industrial engineering: and I ancla
I.ang and Stephanie Kiesewetter, industrial engineering.
Winners in "Design Innovation I" were Mark Buesing,
Steve Bastear, Tim Kovac and Mark Werlich, materials engineering; and Steve Harlow. Michael Depietro, Jeff Martin and
Adam Graham, electrical engineering.
Winners in "Design Innovation II" Timothy Walden,
civil engineering: and Majeed Novbaktian, materials engineering.
Winners in "Thermodynamic Applications" were Marduke Yousetpor, materials engineering: and Keith Frunetti,
chemical engineering.

Spartaguide
SJSU Campus Democnits will hold
an information and membership meeting
today at 12:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Almaden Room. Call Bob at 277-8186
or Roger at 277-3201 for information.
*
College Republicans will hold its
weekly meeting today at 12:30 p.m. in
the Student Union Guadalupe Room.
Call Jill Cisowski at 358-1061 for information.

I,c Cercle franca!, to ill hold club
elections today at 3:30 p.m. in Sweeney
Hall, Room 315. Call Judith Richards at
920-2211 for information.

Re-Entry Advisory Program will
hold a brown bug lunch with the discussions "Surviving Finals,"
and
"Planning for the Next Semester’’ today
at 12:30 p.m. in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Call Virginia O’Reilly at
277-2005 for information.

SJSU Ultimate Club will have practice from 5 to 8 p.m at William Street
Park, Call Terry McCarthy at 279-0563
for information.

Theatre Arts Department will hold
the finals of the 82nd Dorothy Kaueher
contest for excellence in oral interpretation today at 12:30 p.m. in the Hugh Gillis Hall Studio Theatre. Call Bridget Kowalc7yk at 277-7773 for information.
Faculty Hooktalk Series will present
Prof. Jose Villa speaking on Ernesto Galarn’s "Farm Workers and Agribusiness
in California" today at 12:30 p.m. in the
University Club at Eighth and San Salvador streets. Call David McNeil at 2772595 for information.
Students’ International Meditation
Society will hold a transcendental meditation lecture today from 1 to 3 p.m. and
9 to 10:45 p.m., and tomorrow from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Student
Union Montalvo Room. Call Bruce
Smith at 247-8963 for information.
The Akbayan Club will hold a general meeting for nominations today from
2 to 3:15 p.m. in the Student Union Almaden Room. Call Jocelyn Ordaiva at
277-2646 for information.
The Child Development Club v,!!!
hold a meeting to elect new officer,
today from 3 to 4 p.m. in Sweeney Hall.
Room 311. Call Miriam Biegun at 287
3543 for information.
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Philosophy Colloquium Series will
host
Peter Hadrcas speaking on
"Money" today at 3:30 p.m in the Faculty Office Building. Room 104. Call
Stephen Voss at 277-2871 for information.

Career Planning and Placement will
hold a workshop on summer job-hunting
techniques today at 5:30 p.m. in Business Classrooms, Room 301. Call Deb
Boogard for information at 277-2272.
The Business/Professional Advertising Association will hold a panel discussion by SJSU advertising graduates
today at 6 p.m. in the Student Union Almaden Room. Call Cliff Asher for information at 277-3171.
The Korean Christian Fellowship
will hold a prayer meeting tonight at 7
p.m. in the Spartan Memorial. Call El
Kim for information at 778-1071.
Public Relations Student Society of
America will hold its monthly meeting
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
Guadalupe Room. Call Sandy at 2778247 for information.
GALA will hold a luncheon meeting tomorrow from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. in the Student Union Guadalupe
Room. Call Steve at 293-4630 for information.

The Sandeep Gay Association will
hold a bowling match tomorrow from 12
to 3 p.m. in the Student Union Games
Area. Call Sandeep Vij at 268-8778 for
information.
SCTA will host Nancy Mount and
Nancy Kan7inger speaking on chemical
dependency tomorrow from 1210 1 p.m.
in Sweeney Hall, Room 333. Call Kcri
Kensinger at 277-2672 for information.
India Student Association will hold
a meeting tomorrow from 2 to 3 p.m. in
the Student Union Costanoan Room.
Call Ravi at 14151 443-1733 for information.
*
The last discussion series on robotics will feature Lonnie Burnett speaking
on "Requirements for Intelligent Manufacturing Systems" tomorrow at 4 p.m.
in Business Classrooms, Room 14. Call
A.S. Williamson at 277-2499 for information.
Campus Ministries will have a Vietnamese Bible study tomorrow from 5:15
to 6:30 p.m. at the Campus Christian
Center. Call Tien a 270-1226 for information.

mar(’

will hold a
SJSU Air Eon:
POW/MIA candlelight ceremony tomorrow night ac7 p.m. in the Santa Clara
Univerity Chapel. Call Air Force
at 277-2079 for information.

now

The Ikpartment of Journalism and
Mass Conimunications and the Department of History will feature journalist
Lyle Denniston speaking on "The Fate
of the First Aniendment in the Rehnquist
Court." at 7:30 p.m. tommorow in the
Student Union I aim Priem Room.
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S.F. fights to fenclpff rapist
Cav officials took legal
SAN FRANCISCO i API
steps to block the parole of mutilation -rapist Larry Singleton to San Francisco on Tuesday as a parole official conceded the Singleton case was the state agency ’s toughest
challenge.
Mayor Dianne Feinstein told a crowded news conference at City Hall that she moved immediately to bar Singleton after she was told ot the state’s plans hy- Police Chief
Frank Jordan.
She said she ordered the City Attorney’s office to seek
a temporary restraining order to bar entry to the 59-year-old
criminal who raped a teen-age girl and hacked off her arms.
"Singleton is in a car riding up and down Interstate
5.** awaiting a court decision. said Tom Eastham, the mayor’ spokesman, alter the news conterence.
Corrections Ikpartment spokesman Bob Gore denied
the report that Singleton was riding in a car "I’hat’s something aesthete must have made up.’ he said. In line with
department policy . Gore declined to say where Singleton
was, except to note he’s "between Bakersfield and the Ore gum border...
San Francisco Police Department spokesman Dave
Ambrose said Chief Frank Jordan and Feinstein wrote a letter to state corrections authorities "expressing their discontent with the decision to parole Mr. Singleton in San Francisco in the hope the board of corrections would consider
releasing him somewhere else. ’
Ambrose said Jordan noted there are I .5116 people on
parole in the San Francisco Bay area and many of them frequent the city daily.
"While there are some sensitivities involved, he is by
no means calloused or uncaring about the plights of other
places," Ambrose said about the chief’s position. "His responsibility is to the city of San Francis.-., "
"This is the first time we’ve had so much difficulty in
placing a parolee. We’ve never had it before like this," said
Ronald Chun, regional administrator ol parole.
that the mayor thinks placing Singleton in San
Francisco "is terrible." Chun replied. "She thinks it’s terrible’? I think everybody think, it’s terrible. Who an, 1 to
say ?*

Tod

Waldheim: ’Trust me’

linked to Nait atrocities in Greece and Yugoslavia. He denied at first that he %kJ, In the Balkans during World War II.
Ile later admitted being there but denied any wrongdoing

Aliens crash crossing border
SAN DIEGO i API
A 4 -month -old baby- was killed
and 27 other people were injured Tuesday when a van believed to be carrying undocumented aliens overturned as it
was being chased by U.S. Border Patrol agents.
wenty-one people were taken to five hospitals in
Chula Vista, National City and San Diego after the incident
on state Route 117 in south San Diego. Others whir were in.
lured were treated at the scene, authorities said.
Border Patrol agent Wayne Kirkpatrick said two Border Patrol v chides were pursuing the van and believed it
was going to stop to hen it made a sudden U-turn trying to go
east on 117. But the driver could not negotiate the rum and
the van flipped, spilling the occupants onto the center divide
of the highway.
"It was not a high-speed pursuit, just basically a failure to yield,’’ Kirkpatrick said
He said agents began chasing the van on Otay Mesa
Road near the U.S. ’Mexico border after agents realind it .
was the same van they had chased back into Mexico on Sunday after witnessing its illegal entryKirkpatrick said agents weren’t sure whether undocumented aliens were inside the van or not.
"We knew it was some kind of contraband, but up on
Otay Mesa that can be people or narcotics," he said.
Kirkpatrick said some of the aliens would probably be
kept in the United States to be used as material witnesses in
the case.
The driver of the van had not been identified but Kirkpatrick said state charges probably would be filed against
him in the wreck.

Apartheid protests continue

VIENNA. Austria (AP)
President Kurt Waldheim
JOHANNESBURG. South Africa 1AI’)
Police
said ’tuesday he did nothing wrong as a German arrny offivs, hipped student protesters and the government said 18 stucer during World War !land the U.S. decision to bar him on
Tuesday
during
a
second
day
of vioarrested
dents
were
grounds of involvement in Na7i atrocities is "incomprelence at the predominantly subtle University of Cape. Town.
hensible.
On Monday. the United States put the former U.N.
In another major development Fuesday, a Supreme
secretary-general on its Watchlist of undesirable aliens barCourt judge overturned a Controversial ban on appeals for
red from entering the United States, citing evidence that he
the release of detainees.
aided in the deportation and execution of thousands of Jews
Major black opposition groups discussed plans for a
and others.
nationwide strike from jobs and schools on May 5 and 6 to
Investigators found evidence that Waldheim "participrotest he whites -only parliamentary election on May 6.
pated in persecutions for reasons of race or religion under
The Bureau for Information said police used whips
the Nazi regime," Attorney General Edwin Meese III said
after a group of about 400 students refused to obey an order
Tuesday in Brussels.
He said he has asked researchers to prepare a "White
to disperse. It said 15 men and three women were arrested.
Book " about his activities during the World War II and
The violence followed a meeting of an estimated 3.000
"this documentation will be made available to the public
students who voted to boycott classes through Wednesday
shortly
he said.
to protest police use of firearms, teal gas and whips during
"I do not want to belittle what those people had.to-go- camps
mbnday.
through who were thrown into the terrible happenings of
The
Detainees
Parents Support Committee said in a
war- it wire the fate of my generation, and we will carry it
with us all our lives: that is, the knowledge of the horror of
gatement it was pleased by the ruling but was "under no
war and the will to work for more peace."
illusion about the ultimate intentions of the government to
suppress all forms of protest against its polic le,
was
last year that v.v
Jewish groups :tile,

ujora
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SPARTAN
BOOKSTORFe.b./
SPARTAN sfloPs

Service ig our Major

His beat: The U S Supreme Court
24 Years
His Speech The Fate of the
First Amendment in the Rehnquist Court
tr
Sponsored by the Departments of History and
*
Journalism & Mass Communications as part of the
* **
University series of public lectures on the Bicentennial of *
the Constitution.
*
*

THURSDAY, APRIL 30-7:30 p.m.

*

itt
itr

*
tr *
tr *
tr *
Don’t miss this Golden * *
No Admission Charge
*
Opportunity to help the Department of
Journalism & Mass Communications celebrate *
its 50th Anniversary.
tr
* *

LOMA PRIETA ROOMSTUDENT UNION

*
*
*
* *
*
*
*
*
*
(Advertisement -Paid for by Dept of Journalism & Mass Comm.)
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Sports
Full Count

Len
Gutman

Class acts
Frido is the deadline tor computer -assisted registration, and it you’re a jock. a sports fan or just an
athletic supporter, you might be wondering what
, lasses you can take that will he interesting and/or beneficial to you
The first step is to eliminate Monday night classes
Monday Night Football is a priority. even if it’s only a
game between Detroit and Tampa Bay.
Then, sign up for at least three gym classes. Any.
thing is OK, even badminton or bow ling Just as long as
),14.1 get credit for it. Most human performance tHuP1
classes are an easy "A if you show up a few times a se
!nester.

"Faking general education and electives can fie a gam
in the neck unless you know which classes to look tot
For instance, any history class with Prot Robin Brooks is
great for sports tans. When he’s not talking about ecology or Indians, he goes on for hours about sports. You’ll
learn a kit about his old stickball days in Brooklyn.
His classes are not easy. hut Jackie Robinson is
more interesting than the I AlUISIalla Purchase.
In the Psychology Department. Prof. Thomas Tutko
teaches a class called "Sports Psychology ’ (Psych
196D). ’Fmk, one of the world’s foremost experts in this
field, has appeared on numerous talk shows including
’he lonight Show’’ and Merv. ( int fin."
Tulko’s classes, even his hi:ginning psych classes,
ate informative and amusing. It he wasn’t a teacher and a
hologist he would imike a great stand-up comedian
Science is an area that mam, quarterbacks and arm, liait quarterbacks alike have trouble with The solution -- Geology 10, better known as "R,icks for Jocks "
It you can’t get an "A" or a "H" in this , lass sou don’t
belong in college.
Why bother with algebra? ’fake a statistics lass In
today’s high-tech world, a basic knowledge of edified run
averages and first serve percentages is not enough What
about ratio of hits to outs with runners in scoring position
in late innings of night games on Astroturf. Impress sour
tncnds with your statistical wi7ardry
serious athlete. there are a numhei ot
For the
interesting sounding HuP classes. HuP 16), "Philosophical Perspectives of Sport." might make you think twice
about becoming a boxer or a hockey player.
"Physical Fitness and Nutrition,’’ HuP 163. might
make you real in: that man can not live on Om alone.
FluP 169. "Psychology of Coaching .’ could be
beneficial to your children. When your son decides he
wants lo be a nurse instead of a Mg league tight end, you
will he able to cope.
169, should pnwe
"Stress Management.’’
helpful when you get cut from your first pro job and has e
to take a joh teaching sixth graders how hi do proper
push-ups.
Another class that might prove useful is Social Science 101, "Study of Women." It can’t hurt to know
something about women when your standing naked in
front of a female reporter for the Washigton Post and she
wants to know why you’ve had three paternity suits.
Radio/Television/Film 77. "Broadcast Communication." is a definite. After a knee injury ends your career,
you’ll need a tiih to fall buck on. Making S100.000 a year
just for sitting next to a "rear broadcaster and interjecting comments about the last time you were over at the left
fielder’s house for a barbecue sounds good to me.
Si, grab our Num. 2 pencil and get going.
I.en Gutman is the sports editor. Full Count
appears every Wednesday .
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SJSU splits
with UCSB
By Jiihis Bugle)
Daily staff writer
After the longest. most -grueling road trip of the season.
the &1St’ softball returned to its home tun Monday night for
the first tunic in eight games
Playing a doubleheader at PAI. Held. the team had to settle for a split against VC -Santa Barbara
In the first game. SJSU came up with an impressive 2-1
come -from -behind victory However in the second game, the
Spartans were shut down 3-0.
Offensively, the fast -paced first game did not begin until
the seventh inning. And ti the %1St ’ tans. it would turn out to

Softball
he one in the most es, ’ling innings ot the season.
Heading into the frame, there was no score. Santa Barbara, though, managed to make it I 4) on a two-out RBI single
by center fielder Alison fly yes
The ball, which was an unpredictable dribbler between
SJSU shortstop Stuy Sheets and third baseman Tiffany Comesecond haw. Santos reached
hous, scored Jenny Santos t
haw on a tickler’s choice.
But lust when everybody thought the lights were being
turned out on the Spartans. they came hack with the help of
throwing error by LICSli shonstim Tann Gregor and sonic
clutch hitting of their own.
For in the bottom of that inning. SJSU center fielder 1.1%a
Ferrante led oft with a hard single to left. Sharon Cafini then
followed by reaching first base on an attempted sacrafice bunt
The hunt, which was perfectly dropped down the first
line, ended up being a hit.
SJSU left fielder Jill Dolce then stepped IMO the hatteCs
Nix. Dolce appered ready to hunt. how es er, the junior stepped
really hard.
up and hit the hall hard
Fverybody mm UCSB, including the approximate erowd of
100 couldn’t believe it. The LICSII defense in attempt to put a
hault to the hunt were victims of the "take-out play"
The bases were loaded and nohods was out.
Suddenly, the team and the crowd were tilled with oph
Just one hit, even a fly inn. would tie it up As it turned
out SJSU would not even need another hit.
Ortigies threw a w ilsI pitch which scored Ferrante from
third with still no outs. 110v,ever. SJSU followed up with two
quick outs, and there was worry as to whether the team could
bring in the go-ahead run. They did. hut with MIMI: more help
rom I I.RS’(
With two-outs. SJSU first baseman Lynn Boskie hit w hat
looked to be a definite out. The game was reads for extra innings. However, what appeared to be a routine grounder.
turned out to he a game winner.
UCSB shortstop Tami Gregor wootxd up the lethargis.
very low The first
hall and sent it to first. She threw ii low
baseman was unable to scoop it up and SJMI had won.
I he victory was a great moral Ofle for the Spartans who
had lost nine of their last 10 games. Fight of them on the recent
nip.
road
Gale Dean’s three-hit pitching performance appeared to
put life into the last-place team.
"I think everybody’s happy." Dean said. "Hopefully this
win will keep us going and we will win the rest of our games.
This team is very tired Of losing"
Unfortunatly the clutch win did not keep the team rolling
as they lost the second contest.
In the second game things did not happen as dramatically
and certainly did not go the Spartans way.
In that game, lICSII attacked early and the Spartans were
never able to bounce hack, Santa Barbara wined tvvii runs in
the first inning and scored one in the second. The 3-0 lead was
all the Gauchos would need as SJSt". unhealthy hats would
produce four hits the entire game Dawn Hilgenburg Il-12)
was hung with the loss.
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SJSI’ shortstop Suzy Sheets, left, puts a late tag on l’ -Santa Barbara outfielder Joann Saul, The Spartans,
however, won this game 2-1 Monday night, before losing 3-0 in the night cap.

Four NBA
teams face
elimination
API - Washington center
Mows Malone is frustrated by his
t cam’s performance in the NBA
playoffs.
"We got to take this seriously." he said of the job facing
the Bullets tonight when they play
the Detroit Pistons, who have a 2-0
lead in their best -of five series.
’1 hey ’re laughing in their locker
loom at us. We got to let them
kilos% that we’re here to play ball.
It we don’t, we’re gonna he on vacation.
Malone said he was pullled
by the Bullets’ lackluster performance in the first two games.
The Bullets are one of four
teams that MUM mull at home tonight to stay alive. Indiana must
heat Atlanta. Denver needs to de teat the I.os Angeles Takers and
Golden State has to beat Utah to
avoid 3-0 sweeps.
In other playoff action tonight. Milwaukee visits Philadelphla in a series that is tied 1- I.
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Intensive LSAT and GMAT preparation
programs offered in San Jose
4 day LSAT program begins May 16th
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FROM CAPITOL FORD IS,
_
At Capitol Ford, we know getting tnai trey ee westu t easy but when
it comes to a new car, we can help with
pre-approved credit from Ford Credit
If you are working on an advanced
degree or graduating with a Bachelor’s
Degree between October 1, 1986 and
September 30, 1987. you may qualify
for this special college graduate
purchase program
If you do, you’ll receive a $400 cash
allowance from Ford Make your best
deal on any qualifying vehicle and use
the money toward your down payment

WW1

Ford Motor
Credit
Company

or Ford will send you a $400 check
after the purchase or lease The money
is yours whether you finance or not.
The amount of your credit depends
on which of these qualified vehicles
you choose:
Ford cars: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang. Thunderbird, Taurus.
Ford trucks: Aerostar, Bronco II,
Ranger.
So hurry. If a vehicle is not in dealer
stock you must order by June 1, 1987.
and you must take delivery of any
vehicle by August 31. 1987

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

CAPITOL FORD
(408) 265-6000

FORD
9191 West Capitol Expwy. San Jose
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SJSU infielder in a groove

Draft round 10: no calls for Spartans
IMAFT. from pow I

JC transfer leads team in batting
11) Jeff I;oularle
Daily staff writer
It took SJSU infielder 1-ernando
Viera almost 20 games to find his batting
groove. Now, after 50 games, he’s batting a team-high .327 and Spartan opponents probably wish this junior college
transfer had remained in a slump
1-v. en when he was hitting 167
early in the year. Viera knew it was only
a matter of time and practice before he
would start hitting the baseball the way
he knew he could.
"It ttxik a while to get started. because I didn’t play hardball last summer," Viera said. "I played fast pitch
softball, and there’s a big difference. I
lust needed to get a lot of cuts."
To make matters worse. Viera was
making the transition from K’ baseball to
major college baseball, where the quality
of play is generally better. Even more
crucial was the fact that Viera was a walk
on.
"Every game you face guys who
can throw strikes, hit the spots." Viera
said. "The quality of pitching is a lot
tougher, plus I was a walk on and had to
fight for a spot."
So, this 6-foot. 185-pound infielder
from Fremont took his cuts in the batting
cage and found his swing around the
halfway point of the season. Since then.
Viera has emerged as the Spartan’s offensive catalyst and team leader in batting average. He has rapped out 52 hits
and shares the team lead with eight doubles.
"If we had to vote on the top-intensive player of the year through this date.
Fernando would be my choice." SJSL,
coach Sam Piraro said.
His hot-hitting, when he raised his
average as high as .363. enabled the 21 year-old administration of justice major
to win the PCAA conference field player
of the week award twice this year.
The first award came when Viera
was playing at first base. Vicra was honored again April 6, this time when he
was playing third base and hit safely in
seven out of 12 trips to the plate.
"I was pretty surprised... V iera
said, "Now that I’m in the lineup. I’m
glad I’ve been able to come through.
"I was happy that I got those
awards. Thanks to my teammates - they
get on and I can come through v. ith the
hit here and there."
Viera has a special knack for the
right hit at the crucial time, as he leads
the squad with six game-winning RHI.
He thrives on the two out, two on, score
tied, bottom of the ninth inning pressure
situations.
"It’s a challenge that’s why you
play the game." Viera said. "You want
to be up there in those situations. If you
didn’t, you wouldn’t he a very good ball
player.
"In those situations, I want to hit
the ball hard, hopefully get a hit or RBI
to win the game or send it into extra innings.
Piraro said Viera’s crucial hits
materialize despite the fact he’s batting
out of order. The first -year coach thinks
Vicra is a natural No.5 or No.6 hitter, in,
stead of the No.3 slot he occupies.
"He’s got power, hut he’s a real
gtxxl two-strike hitter," Piraro said
’When he gets two strikes on him. he’s
intelligent enough to adjust his style, and

’He did that with out balking and went
about it in a good way.
"Fernando docs what it takes. He
doesn’t complain and is happy to be
there. He has contributed for us in a lot
of ways."
Viera, and the rest of his teammates, is anticipating an opportunity to
participate in post-season play. But for
that to materialize, SJSU must take at
least two games out of three in successive series against the PCAA-leading
Fullerton Stale and second-place (IC-Irvine.
"I think we can make the playoffs." Vicra said. "If we play hard and
consistently for the next six league
games, we have a good chance.
"We’ve played Fresno. UCSH and
UNI.V tough, so I think we can do it."
Piraro thinks Viera, who has hit
three home runs this season, has better
days ahead.
"If we’re able to bring in some
guys who can hang the ball, that will enable Fernando to he pitched to more. I
can see hint hitting for a lot of power
next year." Piraro said.

looks to hit the ball the other way. That’s
why he’s had good success this year.
Viera, who had played shortstop
throughout his career prior to playing at
SJSU. was convened to a first baseman
before the season started. He said the
most difficult task was learning new cutoff assignments and how to hold runners
on base.
Just as Vicra was beginning to feel
comfortable at first base. Piraro decided
to make a few lineup changes in hopes of
shaking up a struggling club. When the
dust cleared, Vicra found himself at third
base.
’’Al first, I was a little uncomfonable because it’s the hot corner --- you
get a lot of smashes there." Viera said.
"I had problems with bunting situations.
"But now, with a little practice.
I’m getting the hang of it. I know how to
make those fast judgments."
Piraro appreciates Viera’s sacrifices
to the team.
"We had a real void and we wanted
his bat in the lineup. so we asked hint to
give first a shot, then third." Piraro said.
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In a victory over the L nt% ersit) 01
Pacific in 1985, he rushed fOr 130
yards on 24 carries and scored two
touchdowns He was named the PCAA
Player of the Week
When Mike Perez went down
with an miury last season. Clark was
promoted Iii second -siring quarterback. He appeared late in the Spartans’ 48-24 win over Fullerton State
where he rushed tor so yards in two
attempts.
Aimoncin returned from knee
surgery in 1986 to start all II games
for the Spartans at left tackle. He performed well enough last season to he
named to the UPI all -West Coast second team and tiro team all-PCAA.
He was also selected to play m
the 1987 Fast West Shrine Game.
The minty ended Atmonciti’s
streak ot 11 sonseculise starts over the
pre% isms three seasons
the streak started in a 19t4.1 game
against Stanford. He played steady
until his injury .
He was one of six five-year se He came lii SJSU t
Black lord High School in San Jose.
Kennedy played in every game
for &1St I last season. getting 62
tackles, including 34 unassisted. Kennedy also had nine sacks, three fumble
recoveries and twui inteiceptions. He
was named to the
srrtI team allIVA A in 1986.

’Being picked in the late
rounds doesn’t fit a
team’s need. It just
means that they are
’picking a body.’
John Aimonetti,
former SJSI tackle

He recorded NI total tackles in
1985, second best tor the Spartans. He
also led the defense with nine pass deflections.
Kennedy played his high school
football at Aptos High. where he was
named to the all -league and all -county
teams.
he
Rehire coining to SJSt
played at Cabrillo College. where he
was named to the all -Coast Conference
and all -state teams
Diaz - Infante started I I yank:s for
the Spartans in his eolleye i.arcer The
tiro team all-PCA A plaser was a cocaptain for the Spartans in I 486 lhazIntante was also named first team all West Coast by U1’1.
Diaz -Infante started every game
tor the Spartans in 1985 and 1986. In
1985, he was named all-PCAA honorable mention

m
-irli AMC came to SJS1
1982 with hopes of being an inside
linebacker and spent that season as a
red shin During the 1983 spring
drills. he Was moved over to offensive
guard where he started every game for
the Spartans that season
He started the 19114 season as the
lett guard, but an injury prior to the
second game ot the season forced him
to the sidelines.
the 6-2. 267 -pounder graduated
t rom San Jose’s Hellammie High
School
Other local. nonSJSU players
who were drafted Tuesday included
I-resno State wide receiver Stephen
who went in the third round to
the NCV York Jets Bulldog quarterback Kevin Sweeney was chosen by
Dallas in the seventh round.
1resno State linebacker I to
Grayson was picked by San ham Iwo
in the eighth round.
Four Stanford players were
drafted. The tiro Cardinal to go was
linebacker Dave Wyman, who was
picked by Seattle in the second round
Defensite tackle Tony leiker was
picked by Green Hay in the seventh
round
\ CM. Orleans chose two Stanford
play cr.
wide
rece cr
.rhomas
Henley in the sodh round and delensi%e Kick Toi Cook in the eighth
won,’

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

Supro presents . . .

AZZ
Sing(

Featuring
Kathy Parra
Judy. Sakai
Fran ( ’orran
Sandy Bouslaugh
Kara ( iihson

Michael Burke Daily stall photographe.
Spartan third baseman Fernando Viera, playing first base here in a
game earlier this season, leads 5.151 in hitting with a .327 average.
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!V like Bohn
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Wednesday, April 29 at Noon
Student Union Amphitheatre

Color T V s, VCR’s, Cable
FREE Utilities
FREE Housekeeping
Fully Furnished
Spacious Rooms
Easily Accessible to Bus
Routes and Freeway
Walking distance to SJSU

MOTHER OLSON’S
INNS
OFFICE OPEN 7 DAYS

72 North 5th St., S.J.
998-0234

THE MASTERS OF THE MACABRE
STEPHEN KING NM GEORGE A. ROMERO WELCOME YOU TO

Delta Upsilon
Presents
the 2nd Annual Haircut-Athon!

PROFESSIONAL HAIRCUTS
$4.00
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

Open
24
Hours

TODAY
IN THE STUDENT UNION

Sponsored by
Delta Upsilon
and

kinko’s

(Award Winning Stylists)
330S. Third St.
Across From McDonalds

Great copies Great people

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST
295-5511

All proceeds benefit The Villages, Inc.
providing homes for abused children.

TRAFFIC
JAM
CAR STEREO

Your Ultimate Performance Auto Hi-Fi Store

'Clarion
\, Infinity

Out)

BLAUPUNKT
Custom Sound to Fit Your Car
294-8755

912 So Bascom, San Jose

1173111

et I

NEW WORLD PICTURES
pREspac A LAUREL PRODUCTION
9 CREEPSHOW 2 STARRING LOIS CHILES
GEORGE KENNEDY DOROTHY LAMOUR
AND 10M SAVINI AS THE CP9P MUSK COMPOSED 8) LES REED
AND RICK WAKEMAN ASSOCIATE PRODUCER MITCHELL GALIN
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER RICHARD P RUBINSTEIN
SCRENPLAY sr GEORGE A. ROMERO Imo ON MKS BY SR-NEN KING
PROIXXB KY DAVID BALL was) tMICHAEL GORNICK
tirki3L ,R
OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 1st AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

, Campus
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Haircut-A-Thon trims prices for a cause

Alameda
Ron Goode Toyota
1825 Park Street
(415) 522-6400

Ph ii anthopy
benefits
the homeless

Antioch
Val Strough Toyota
1600 West 10th Street
(415) 754-8660

lk-lutrtth .1. Kaplan
Daily stall writer
A ’dal Sassari’ and I klia t polar
have one thing in cimiiniin. they "do"
hair
Where they part company is their
prices. Vidal charges up to 563 tot a
men’s trim; Delta Upsilon is charging
$4.
I he fraternity is continuing to spon
stir its second annual flaurcut-A-Thon
today on the second floor of the Student
()mon
Proceeds town the event are going
to Villages Inc . an international orgamcation which provides homeless and
abused children with housing and education
the haircunces are anybody who
wants to sit in the chairs, and the haircutters are professionals from In-lfan.
newly opened salon on Third Street.
"I like corning out and volunteering
like this. It gives us a chance to get sonic
exposure. and we do something good for
the campus ermummit)." said James
Meilen,. a hair sic list at In-flair
"It’s a good w ;IN for us to advertise,- sant hair st Ii Si Rehe, a, w ho declined to give her last name.
’I’m glad Fin getting my hair cut
because it’s cheap and convenient." said
Randy Falai. a Delta Upsilon member.
"I needed a haircut and I thought
’why not
said member Dave Hirai,
as hair stylist Bryan Williams took the
raeor and trimmed Ilirar’s sideburns
We picked the Haircut A lhon
because it was original I .1st sear we
were 11" mg lo sonic up with something
Creall1l. un1 illitClOn and this is what we
girt. I aim sattt
asi heir the Haircut-A-Thon was
recoginied mon malls at the Delta Upsikin national tolls clii iii is the hest philanthropy molest, I mai said.
’We iaised $1,500 last year, but
we were oin in the amphitheater. It was
easier hi Ira.n out flyers and point and
, ’1 ook’ io get your hair cut.’ "said
Curtis Von-ester. Delta Upsilon Malan-

Berkeley
Toyota of Berkeley
2400 Shattuck Avenue
(415) 845-2530
Concord
Concord Toyota
1090 Concord Avenue
(415) 682-7131
Daly City
City Toyota
6399 Mission Street
(415) 755-5500

Edward Ledesma Daily
James Michael %tench). msner il In hair sts ling salon. bueees the lop
of Rich Bess’ Bat lop. Bess is an administratigm of justice major and a
thropc h.uiman.
" his ’,ear we are inside and we
lust aren’t getting the traffic we got last

"f %el% hr aternM on campus does a
philantlnirpc protect. We wanted one
that would tie more like a service to the
stuck-ins who participate,’’ Forrester
said.
"This fund raiser gives something
eseryhody involved The students gel
their hair crit, the haircutters get expo sine for their salon and we get the money
to send to hillages Inc ." said James
Cervante/. I )01.1 ’1,0011 MCIllber.
’the I lair cut A- I him w ill concludetoilas I t,iui ii ill lit’ Lit I rom I I a.m. to .1
pin. iii he sk.Cfilltl 11001
the Student

Perm

Only

,..

5

Conditioner
Haircut & Manicure

\\

1
1

.

1
11
Only
Haircut
1, 5 Years
Old & Up $ 1 50 1

.,

,

1

I With Coupon
Otterit epees

BEAM
COLLEGE

I

Si iii VIVINifiNTi

4

, MI The Alameda
San Jose 2984188

if NT worn, i ’I.

Put Yourself
On The Line
Volunteer
AIDS

-
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Jose (
N1’iirren (1(
I )iiitie Sal(

277-3171

The ABC’S
of the NTE.
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June 22 -August 21, 1987
ARABIC CHINESE FRENCH GERMAN
HEBREW ITALIAN JAPANESE NEPALI
RUSSIAN SPANISH

San Francisco
Bob Reynolds Toyota
3800 Geary Boulevard &
2nd Avenue
(415) 752-4111

aUC

Call days. eves or weekends
300 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 327-0841

San Francisco
Toyota of San Francisco
2300 16th Street
(415) 626-2300
San Jose
Penske Toyota
2108 North First Street
(408) 436-8890

Support Services in Santa Clara County

Business Cards $5.00 for 100
Personal Humorous
($2.00 for additional 100i

Call for Information
595 Millich Drive, Suite 104
Campbell, CA 95008

(408) 370-3272

RISPROJE

CT

P.S.N. COPY AND PRINT CENTRE

San Rafael
Dexter Toyota
445 Francisco Boulevard
(415) 456-7071

ADDRESSES WITH SOMEONE’? WHY NOT BE PREPARED TO HAND OUT YOUR OWN
PERSONAL CARD! THESE CARDS CAN BE REGULAR BUSINESS OR HUMOROUS CARDS
PERSONAL cards for that UNIQUE touch!"

ORDER
Spartan logo
erVIIM(10J1 3fillf Afil,fr1111/

Start Anytime Work Close to Home Top Pay
Flexible Work Schedules NO FEES No Selling
Temporary and Permanent Positions Plus FREE PC
Word Processing Waining Programs at Businessland.
Dont wait another minute’
let us what you Can do and well find a iut, l,
Call TODAY tor the office nearest you

,,,,

1-800-722-TEMP
7-h-liklegyea 7-infoz,-itei tie(IvThi
II ) .
.
1,,,.

yes

TITLES
FRANK SMITH
World’s Greatest Student
or
Engineer

YOU WANT ’EM, WE’VE GOT ’EM
Whether you in looking tor temporary part time or full time work
,sfve got hundreds of exciting great Paying Summer lobs and
career positions lust waiting for you

I

FORM

NAME

390 Alma St
CA 95106

San Jose,

14081287-8431

RETURN INFORMATION (PRINT)
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
ZIP CODE
TEL. PH#
Allow 2-3 weeks for
,lelivery Pick up cards
,ind save St 00 postage

PHONE
ADDRESS

Mail to P S N COPY and PRINT CENTRE
325 South 1st St . Suite 404
San Jose, CA 95113
Enclose $5 00 for first
100 cai ds and $200 extra
for each additional 100
cards
$1 00 for postage
No Cash! Check or Credit Card Only
M C #
VISA#
Exp Date

Any questions, call (408) 295-0344 or (408) 292-8202
Terncionry and Permanent Placement 40 officer ihroughoul CA and AZ,

San Jose
Toyota of Almaden
750W. Capitol Expressway
(408) 267-0500
San Mateo
Mike Harvey Toyota
790 North San Mateo Drive
(415) 579-4380

REMEMBER THE LAST TIME YOU SCRAMBLED TO EXCHANGE PHONE NUMBERS OR

JOBS!
JOBS! _

Novato
Novato Toyota
7505 Redwood Highway
(415) 897-3191

San Bruno
Melody Toyota
750 El Camino Real
(415) 588-2313

Complete a year’s foreign language
study in nine intensive weeks this
summer on the beautiful University of
California campus at Santa Cruz. Some
scholarships are available in Arabic and
Russian. Contact Summer Session,
Santa Cruz, CA 95064;
(408) 429-2524.

KAPLAN EDUCATIONAt CENTER LTD
IN I ’i bill II V!lll
API AN NI 0111 NI Ill ONI
H

Napa
Vintage Toyota
583 Soscol Avenue
(707) 255-7600

Palo Alto
Toyota of Palo Alto
690 San Antonio Road
(415) 494-2100
Redwood City
Thompson Toyota
525 East Bayshore Road
(415) 365-0633
Richmond
Richmond Toyota
516 23rd Street
(415) 234-1212

SUMMER
LANGUAGE INSTITUTE

cfKAPLAN

Fremont
Autowest Toyota
38555 Fremont Boulevard
(415) 795-9595

Oakland
Downtown Toyota
3020 Broadway
(415) 547-4635

University of California
Santa Cruz

That’s what Kaplan teachers
teach. Everything from testfaking tips to refresher science.
English, math and the arts
In 40 hours you’ll learn everything you need to prove just
how good a teacher you’ll be.
Only Kaplan offers tapes for
make -ups and extra review.
And only Kaplan tests you with
the Verisimul* exam, the closest thing to the real NTE.
So call. And get an NTE
education

’,not Ii

SIGMA PI

tai)ler
.9.
CON,:;:?;..---N;.N.:t.r.
v.7-.1 ...:,; S ITS
.ii fl?. .....thers:
Newl
(AO
ii- r lc s Sc hc n in lel
0.1k . ei1-0

555

Dublin
Ozzie Davis Toyota
6450 Dublin Court
(415) 829-7700

Hayward
Toyota
21715 Mission Boulevard
(415) 889-7100

The International Fraternity of

hi

1 5 11

staff photographer

member of Delta Lpsilon. the fraternity %ship sponsored the philanthropy esent.

"The only drawback is that ’
year we were allowed to sell retie,!,
ments, hut we weren’t allowed to in idle
Student Union) because we would he in
competition cv ith Spartan Shops," Faun
said

--gur
, package
p0"n
All FO’

1-PARTICIPATING
TOYOTA
DEALERS

no

Santa Clara
Stevens Creek Toyota
4425 Stevens Creek
Boulevard
(408) 984-1234
Santa Rosa
Freeman Toyota
2875 Corby Avenue
(707) 542-1791
Sunnyvale
Toyota-Sunnyvale
898 West El Camino Real
(408) 245-6640
Ukiah
Lance Toyota
2650 North State Street
(707) 462-8818
Vallejo
Toyota of Vallejo
1833 Solano Avenue
(707) 552-4545
Walnut Creek
Toyota Walnut Creek
2100 North Broadway
(415) 933-7440
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TOYOTA CLASS OF ga7
NOW IT’S POSSIBLE TO
BUY OR LEASE A NEW TOYOTA
WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT.
Graduates: If you’ve received a verifiable job offer, we want to get you and your new career
off to a great startwith a brand-new Toyota.
Toyota Motor Credit Corporation and your participating Toyota dealer are now making it possible to get
the credit you deserve with two Class of ’87 "quick approval" financing programs.
If you qualify, you can buy or lease a new Toyota and generally no down payment or security
deposit will be required* What’s more, we can even process your loan within 24 hours.** See your
participating Toyota dealer for program specifics.
To apply, you’ll need a current driver’s license and proof of employment or job offer.’ You may
find it helpful to bring along any bank or credit card numbers. Once you’re approved, you can take
your choice of the most exciting line of new cars and trucks Toyota has ever offered, including the
all-new Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback.
So come on down to your participating Toyota dealer today. Fill out an application, and then buy
or lease your new Toyota. Purchase or lease arrangements must be completed by June 30,1987.
A new career and a new Toyota. Who Could Ask For Anything More!
LEASE EXAMPLE:

1987 Standard Bed Truck, model 8200, based on
manufacturer’s suggested retail price. 48 monthly payments of $131.77,’ totaling $6324.96:
End-of-lease purchase option, $2813.16: No further end-of-lease liabilities, except abnormal wear and tear and excess mileage.

No down payment required on
eligible models, provided the
amount financed is not more
than the Toyota manufacturer’s
suggested retail price, plus the
cost olfactory -installed optional
equipment and required tax and
license fees.
-Loan approvals M -F, 830-500
Proof of insurability required and
no adverse credit history
Employment to begin within 120
days of loan approval date
tAmounts may vary according to
location, actual dealer price may
vary

TOYOTA TMCC
MOTOR
CREDIT
CORPORATION

Toyota Standard Bed Truck

Toyota Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback

3y

ve

TOYOTA

TEST-DRIVE A NEW TOYOTA
AND RECEIVE ATOYOTA
CLASS OF ’87 T-SHIRT.

WHO
COULD
ASK
FOR ANYTHING
MORE!

Come in and testdrive any new Toyota
before June 30,1987, and
show us your student ID
cardi t We’ll mail you an
official Toyota Class of ’87
T-shirt.t t-t

Get More From Life

Buckle Upl

TOYOTA CLASS OF ’87
TEST-DRIVE COUPON

’All college students with valid student
ID’s are eligible
’ " Limit one per person while supplies last

Bring this coupon to your participating
Toyota dealer for your free test drive. After your test drive,
we’ll mail you a Toyota Class of ’87 T-shirt.

L_

rtD 1987 Toyota Motor Sales, U S A., Inc

-.A

This coupon valid until June 30,1987 Offer good while supplies last

.I
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Fencing Club vies
for varsity status

A.S. budget recommendations

for ’87-’88 presented to board

FENCIA1(:. ’tom ihmc

from poke I

team. OrMllii said he loses the ’p.m because he 01105 s all iii..’
martial arts
"It can he paintul. Mainly it lust requires hard work and
fast reflexes As king as you don’t mind sweating. it’s fun." he
said
Three weapons are used in fencing The foil, which most
people learn on. is a thrusting weapon and the target area is the
torso. Points can be scored only by using the tip of the toil.
A sabre is used tor cutting and thrusting hut its target area
is from the waist up. the heavier blade, an epee. has the entire

reserve, work study . Vs omen’s (*otter,
academic promotions and at:Alt:1111C re
serves should he discussed today
Finally, the hoard voted to "reconsider the action to approce the Midget"
and that the motion be tabled until today .
The budget committee recommendations which were approsed are not set
in shine. If necessary, the hoard, in order
to meet the anticipated income id 5977.932 can alter these I igures

body as its target area.
The filo:Ilse tar any competitwe tenser is to score points
by touching uhatever area is the target on the opponent
The sport sit fencing developed trom the duel and is taught
now based on knowledge trom the Italian masters of the 17111

obert &midi - Daily stall photographer

()rpilla is one of sis SJSI Fencing Club memP ’
bers going to the state championships in Long Beach.

century.
"I have a complete love tar the sport and the excitement
of swordplay It’s like a game at chess and each lower works
differently. Irs a sport of finesse not strength," Slaughter

to, the more sly les in ’,sneers he meets. You an
ii don’t go :no %here... Orpilla said.
lie , Jut. pit Ides lessons taught by tail candidates tor the
it

said.
ith the mesons: ot
Competitive ten, Cr.. are conlronted
adversity A tencer a ho’s having a had day and can’t depend
on his physical reflexes can lose even it he’s go. id, Orpilla
said.
Both Slaughter and Orpilla are candidates in the Military
Master’s Fencing Program which trains fencers who want to in.
sotto SJSI is the only university to oftet the, progidm in the
nation
Orpilla explained why competition is important tor serious

Slit hut ’Motet ’s feric ing Program, cardiovascular workouts
and rr ,.up blade work , he Said
Sltil ". %also foxing teams were discontinued
III
ol Ihe program shovied a lack ot
alk int loin
hei
intercollegiate ill1111101111M 111, 1111.. WC.1 Coast , said sta.,

merman. %%omen*. andel,. dile, tin
**It there Is a testi] piny id mtei,itIlegiate teams on the
West Coast, the s arsity teams could he brought hack. I don’t
foresee that lit the nest telt Sears though. it is possible,’’
woman said

fencers.
’ ’I compete mostly tor the thrill The more competitions a

A.S. board to hear act revision
ACT, Matti page I
All,Aalltler also dant, the ollinill
tee did not take enough time to res Ise the
act and the revisnin should be postponed
to nest year when the act could be silt Ii
cient ly examined
"Because ors .01 late ill The WIlIeSter
ICS a rush job,’’ Alesando said
hes
have a slap-together res ision
Ice to get it done
lle was it is done now ii is not
going to help any line,’’ she said

Ve k’s CI’s’ sort ol caught
off guard. I fall’ of the
people there had their own
versions. We had nothing
prepared. We had ideas.
but nothing written.’
- Verda Aleminder,
program hoard director

Wert disagreed that the res 1511 mu a as

being rushed or that it is., sun heing iiiequalely revised Ile said Inc :nut other
people had taken considerable tune and

effort

trying to develop the rev mon.
-I feel condonable n all the process... Wert said "I don’t 1,;1

\Sas alstl Cony eines’

hh

WoUld 1,11,11 the isstle ttmnimiunhi hmis,.
the

tits!

leaditui

of

then just he
a presentatunit Iliact by name iind
number opts sai discussion ot the act
immiujil i..’ ii 1111111 the Sik 011(1 reading
When huellille ICS !Ned at’t would be presemed
I he it xi iung nt the hist reading ml
he I 11 si

Ow

Cil
int.

ItliSloll\

And you
may ask
yourself,
"Where
is that
beautiful
job?"

CHINESE FOOD WITHOUT THE WAIT

FLIJINCH SPECIAL $1.95 M-F 11:30-2 PM
WE FEATURE
lute hir.i & Pooh
Boll Proptas Boil

SWEET &

Chow MEW

SOU.

Ribs

BEd

STOW

Curtaird Chickroi

Jumbo Eric Rolls
Chickm Bitoccoli
But Cauliflossta

Pour Pour Chick...

CORNER OF 8th & E. SANTA CLARA, OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(ONE Block FROM School of ENCiINEERINQ
$1.85
ANY TWO COMBINATION
SELECTIONS
on

$2.50

ANY THREE COMBINATION
SELECTIONS
Nor valid with aft, rime MB.
woo taupe. pea odic FXP 5 6 57

!kidding W Mild

elal lillies in the
past two years and is not otositieeed tin
usual. Wert said.

OttItAKS

Pitied Rico
Bamboo... Ribs
Swer & Sou. Pooh Pools Rib STEW

sal.

It

FREE
JUMBO EGG ROIL
oarS pupa hair
of aka oat *10111
Ir. Tier,
IT 11.401/01 pair is
Nor valid *irk Aar orb.. ollia
Nor valid up TO 4 midi.
FXP 5 6 87.

a typeset resume ca,
....It, you get University TypOgrapnic, A
;11,ike you look your best on paper $30
pagereSume. $2510, students
the days do by Come lilt
Wherever

University

he split bem cc II

VVOttld

illaill

propoSal

is

to
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I>ear Student,
There’.

It, for

something you Can
a shoo lime each

nu% aspeCI ot your Ide- your
trades, tour future career. ),011T
relationships, everything -all at
"me tome lime. What’s more. irs
...tat to do titer 1,000,000 sin.
dent, hate cripenenced the hene.
IIIi. And you can Mo.
You’ll learn about n soon at
a special tree
on the
I ranwendenial Meditation tech.
mune, and regardless of what
sou’se alreails heard about TM.
his entertaining talk o ill surprise
and enlighten you More than
hat. it mat Nell change tour lute
NIs name is hes in Riau. I’m
1,resident of the student gosern,lient at Maharishi Internattonal
rioerstty. uhere students. lac.
,JIty, and qatt all practice the TM
.c.hnique. I want to tell you three
,,
about the upcoming lecture
S . int ’,cure, you’ll learn
w the simple, natural That
which is practiced
.,i 15 :0 minutes twice a slat,
ings profound benefits to mind
,i1 hodi, and how these henelits
iiiirnatically improve ones social
,,bas lot, school and lob pet.
mance, and much mote

xperiencing the unified
Ug neld through the ta
u. hound troth flk et no more
uppon ol nature 11 toots at I
On,, CM. etersshIng Meanie
railer and int gradeptant
enoe *no or .hoir poo/r!"
tarn Hoothh,
Ph It :undulate
I din-anon
Harvard I’Mvorsits

2

scientific

Part of Yom Hashoah Program

Tomorrow, April 30
Spartan Memorial
Noon
Everyone Welcome!
Funded by Associated Students

Research

aim, learn ahoin the
antrum ot
h that’s bee. done on
I St (more than I’M studies
’.51 Isluide oiet the hi1.1 II ii’,illI
AA

budget committee.
The budget 4:0111111Ittee. as well as
Rose and Boothe, have been working on
their budgets since February.
They were presented tin the A.S.

board on April S.

$1.00

With Valid Student I.D.

ova

Foreign I .anguages
SII 219

I

tinder a stipulation in the budget
committee’s budget. A.S. funds would
not be allowed to buy alcohol. The main
reason tor this is to usold liability problems. said Teri Coopci A S director of
sponsored programs and a member of the

,wP.) DRAFT BEER
. r.

96A/B (3-3 units) VII)F0AUDIO Begin or revie,
Practical conversation Vo
formal classes. Study in
lab home. Call: 277-2526
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Li-za:sel
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BASIC SPANISH

lin $1.0. VlOoroki SIM. %n0. Imo., .4
41. Oruro.* *man

To
forget the
0(11.dead would mean
to allow them to
be killed a
second
time

5 lets

, Work study.
The question here is whether the
A.S. should hire work-study students for
either 30 hours or 40 hours each week. If
it is 30 hours, it will cost 55.500. If it is
40 hours, it will cost $14.1X10.
, Alcohol.

Tuesday, Wednesday g Thursday
Night
, ..,
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ee111. the

bers. Rose said.
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at
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Waking
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Typographies

Holocaust Awareness
and Observance Day

increase. I he budget committee’s plan
would drip the IRA amount to 27.6 percent.
, the program hoard
I his part ant the budget is not expected to be decided until Act 50, the

,Ol1111.

it is

Hillel and Campus Ministry invite you to a

1%W

the general account and
Instruction:ill
Related "ii tit tiles

COUllts,

this

elIsSIllul huinaioss

A.S. executise assistant

Fluter the plait submitted by the
committee. the hind would he in the pen
eral account. But under Boothe ’s prolli

.111 ail has heell i1011e

We Wets. I 11,het1 at all
Alt:Sande!

111.111S . three
ale 1eadings are done
on proposal. ot it’s isinus and acts one
is
done
reading
each Si iii,. usually.
making this .1 duce -week process. Alexander said
X\ eft said that he still ask the hoard
10 \S11 e the I111 eJlhOe mm
,illiuss 101 .1 sc.\ 011(1 leat11111,i d111.1

reiciked

Budget items %%inch
the
biggest increases nom the I 9Xtt-87 budget include the A S clerical budget.
which is going trom 55 l..253 to %I ,00;
custodianship, Si fain Y2(v.72b., A S
leisure
sell% Ices.
5114,1/110
to Still.000;
Frances Gull:mil Child 1)evelopment
Center. 5 t2.INNI to S39.609: Spartan
II I to 5 10.000: and
Marching Hand.
Intercollegiate Athletic... SWAM to
Stilt.
ith.ilr
cis is hich are being decreased
from last ) ear include equi.pment re
sirs..’. 521,101110 512,000, operating iv
sers c. 526.208 to $16.000, and athleti,
promotions. 516.000 tanS 10010.
Among the items still under discussion are:
Ilie trust fund.
Both the board ot thick tors and the
hudget committee arc in Loot- ot setting
S50.000 trust hind that ,ould he
up
used in an emergency (tow cwt, the,.
chiller 11% el’ hIAA 11 Sh011 Id he set Or

’The time is needed to
assure that directors have
had the Opportunity to
look over the budgets
after being off for five
days.’
-Gregg Rose,

program board’s code, is rewritten. It is
expected to he brought before the A.S.
board today
l’he program board may
also be increased by two or three mem-

50 University

Ave , Old Town. Los Gatos 354-HOPP

Ifyou really want
to know how to
improve your grades,
your career, and
your life, there’s an
upcoming lecture
you shouldn’t miss.
Ark/ W11111.111111141 a loi of the
research findings are directly rely.
vont to vine perseinol and oat
drum development IA a 1111(IVIll
Here. 10t eyample, o a partial hsr
ot the research results in Mc field
in education:
increased intelligence
improsed comprehensiorr.
concentration, and memo’s
increimi learning .16110,
increased speed in masa,
problems
1110e:3.43i treanli 11,
hroadenomprebenuon dna
.mSlitslo focus attention
imp:tucd a,adenti..

perlormance
reduced qtrso and anticis
decreased use of drugs,
alcohol, and cigarette,
increased happiness
impulsed relationships be
tueen students and reailscr
improsca

mind -hods

:oorklination

athletic performance
’sou, I’m SI1Te Seled IOC to
hair some ol those qualities grow
mg in 1.011, lime Well sinu can
And the beauottil thing is that
these qiialnies WO naturally.
smirk is a result of prat:1,1,1g the
151 technique
improted

population mastic, the 1%1 pro
grant and its adsanced aspect,, he
entire population becomes mote
orderh, peaceful, and progressise
riv bat antidote
.T.,
1Vl ro orety Arrow al
When indlthluals are free of
wets, oho behave more har.
inontmolv I’m i’Mlrin(1,1 that it
people practiced 151, world
mace would he a Kehl,"
Is hate
Ihr.tor. Institute for 11 "rid
I eadership
I ormer Ihrector.General,
arlhheun Comm.,;,. and
( minors starker
till, ",t1OVI Radiance TI leo"
has been demonstrated in commun.
ines,
es en entire nattons
I his bongs peat hope tor the
Inoue, because it means that the
age.old problems ot uorld peace
mat at Iasi 11:Or OS011111011

II Works!
f you’re stinukring host one
simple technique can bring
so mans benefits ro mina,
hods, helms tor. and es en the uorld
as a ulnae. I urge sou to attend the
free Ware the riplanation soull
heat is at once simple, scientific,
and tsi,n, ion,’

World Peace

3

it ou are con

mned not nisi mach your

oun future, hut also the
Inoue of our nation anerthe
world. there’s cYcn more reason
Its attend the lecture
This is hecause the n % I tech.
inque doesn’t lust help the in.
do ulna? The coherence generated
alien people practice TM estend,
to wkwity as a %hole Research ha,
shoun that when ,ir hole
the
square root of

Mr on& mom
1T1 oirrpornint parr al
hemg area) performer In
goo, is,., the ishalti to excel in
art enilronment of are’s. to
make rapid dectsionv hated on
nano, hangs, and to In so
Itenoloning ,ers nett
t hrtstopher Piercer, Pnesident
Ilegarr. and 41sociales
lan Inmasco. ( 4
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Transcendental Meditation
Free
Lecture

lou’ll hear, for esample, about
ihe unified field ol all the laws oh
nature as described by modern
physics and tw ancient Vedic .
science. And about host the lid
technique leis you eimerience the
unified field unhin your own consciousness. And about how that es
perience, gained regularly,
brings you the suppon of all the
inns ot nature.
’ Ulf hen rum practice TM,
VT WY :an experience the
lull range of educetion-nat
just gaining clatiroorn know.
lodge, hut developing the
Anoner. and thaet yourself!"
-Karen Melded
Ph.D. candidate
.Nruroscience
Maharishi International
Ilnitersity
he Main thing, howeser,
that TM work, I knots from my
oun esperience l’ic been praencing the technique Faith tears, and
its niade me more related, yet
more dynamic and productive. As
a result, Tm enjoying greater sue..ess-holli in and out in the
.lassroom!
Of course, uhether tom start the
I 51 latilotIOUe or 1101 Is up to coo
Itut doesn’t 11 make sense to at
least attend the lecture? If esen ten
i.iercent ,1 uhai l’me said about
Ihat prkwes lii he !Toe, third who,
II MUM Me. !or Yaw achievement and happine" tor the term .me,,., hie

Free Lecture
he date and time
of the lecture is
gisen below. I
hope yotiff be there, and
don’t hesitate to bring
your friends; you’ll be
doing a great thing for
them as well!
Wishing you success
in all that you do,

Bt’etkt_
Kevin Blair
President. Student
Government
Maharishi International
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Student Union Montalvo Room
Tueseay 7-9 p.m.
Thursday 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Wednesday 1-3 p.m.
Sponsored by S.I.M.S. (Student’s international Meditation Society)
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Laborers on the Student Union Recreation and Events
Center construction site called a "wildcat stoke" Monday
morning. Strikers claimed Concrete Forms Constructors, one
of six contractors working on the site Monday. was using nonunion carpenters to perform work that was considered a union
job.
lite demonstration ended at 1 1:15 a.m, when laborers and
the foreman from Concrete Forms Constructors worked out the
misunderstanding. said Jim Pnce, California State University
chancellor’s office representative for Rcc Center project.

1)r. T.W. MacQuamc was a guest of honor at the weekly
meeting of the San Francisco Press Club Friday night
Governor Earl Warren was the featured speaker at the
"Gang Dinner" Friday honoring the 2nd Annual Press Club
Journalism Scholorship competition. Governor Warren gave a
very informal address

The third "Adopt -A -Kid" day was held at SJSU Saturday. Seventy dorm residents and 70 foster children participated
in foot races, a barbecue and crafts, and ended the day with a
campfire and sing -along.
The six residence halls and the Inter-Residence Hall Association donated a total of $350 to fund the day’s activities, said
dorm resident and event organirer Jayne Davis. The children
participating in the day were from Friends Outside and The
Children’s Shelter.
The Vietnamese Student Association sponsored an event
Saturday at Morris Dailey Auditorium commemorating the fall
of Saigon on April 30, 1975
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"There will not be an organi red Senior Week Beach Picnic," James F. Jacobs. senior class adviser, said yesterday. Jacobs blamed the lack of time and money for the elimination of
the beach picnic which the Senior Council had scheduled for
Monday. June 14.
"I anticipate that many students, who have no other commitments for this day will hold their own informal beach picnic:. Jacobs said.
Approximately 500 students, one half the class. will heat tending a senior brunch scheduled for the same time as the
beach picnic. Also, a senior class council party is planned for
early that evening. Jacobs said, in view of this, less than half
the class would be able to attend the beach picnic.
The cost for supplying, at a marked -down price. potato
chips, hot dogs, soft drinks. etc.. at the hCach day would be

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhanc peronal & pro.
fesslooal growth.. Volunteer In.
leen In world renowned local
program
Counseling. support
Services. admit, dots proceseing,
public awareness. fund-reising,
etc Be- It mono-lingual, all me
tors. grid & undergo. Expert.
Inc. from clerical to post -grad,
Intro-to-extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICEF PO Bo.
952. S J 95108, cell 2645055
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Seve your teeth, eyes
and money too For information
and brochure... A S
Cell (408) 371-681i

0111ce or

WILL YOU GET A share 01 512 billion
student aid fund in ’87 or ’98,
Find out where, when, end how to
apply! DANA REPORT. 55 Student information Center. PD Bow
3463, Santa Clare. C. 95051

COMPUTERS
WE

SELL IBM COMPATIBLE corn.
puler XT complete system for
$570. AT complete system for
$1195 PC-COM. computer 8 accessories 404 S. 3rd St , corner of
San Salvador. 295.1806 We accept Vise es’ MC

FOR SALE

RESEARCH

PAPERS

15.274

earnings par wit equal $470 No
evp is needed because of our intwelve on the job training pro.
gram Good meth A reading skill.

ROOMMATE WOOD to share 4 beirm
Sousa ie 3 gids Large rm w own
bthrm walk in closet seperate en-

flnal exams In addition. 11 you
quality. corporate scholarships
are awarded, internship. are pos.
albite a you they .rn 2,3.4 cr..
Its qtr or romesier During your
winter, spring & especial& sum.
break.
lull lime work is &tell
Call today tor into 8 an interview,
or call Mon -Fri between lOsm
2pm 922-0668 lithe line Is busy,
pies. be patient A try pain An
equal opportunity company’
PART TIME JOBS.’ We market auto
club membershipl tor the major
oll companko Partible, easy
hours. w.kly paychecks 07 to
XIS hourly commission, complete
training provided Great experience for your reeume RC SMITH
CORP. 247-0570
PART 11ME SAI ES! R.ume and writing service. excellent commis.
*Ions Bay Area s most avows
enced Student discounts Career
Center at 243-4070
PROMOTER

looking

Avail

able’ Catalog $200 Research
11322 Idaho
*206, Lou An
HOT
geles,90025
TOLL FREE
V1S
LINE
800-351-0122.ext 33
A MC or COD
YOU CAN
DELTA

OWN A NEW GRAND
10-speed for ie. than
MHC Bicycle Sales otters

$85

laver. 680 Wk.. Non.somiter
drinker
7
bth
washer dryer
6300100 Intl util Judy 748-1010 It

PHOTOGRAPHER

FUTONS’, CREATE YOUR own living
& si.ping space with our futons,
pillows. A frames Customs Futons 8 Pillows Pius. 900 5 Winchester Blvd (betwn Moorpark 8
Willietro)Sen Jose 296-6161 10%
Discount on futons w ad

low-cost transportation needs for
the student All .les final 30 day
Quitrent.. Days 942-7736, F.s
293-4780 elk for Joe

HELP WANTED
AIRLINES
CRUISELINES
HIRING!
Summer
Careee! Good
Pay.
Travel Cell for guide. case...
newsservice. (916)944-4444 x20

for young *duns who
want cower in the MODELING
profession Call Howard for lurther 1010 723-4096
RES1DEN71AL
COUNSELORS.
$1250 mo
on S bd Live in
SJSU dorms 6 wks. high .hool
students 3 yrs college rqd UPWARD ROUND 277-3120
Ssn Jose’s finest athletic club has
II pl openings for desk, restaurant
and ?fine.. positions Call Mike 7
at 767.3700
SECURITY
OFFICERS".
time pan time, all shifts We
train Apply in person Mon
9am-4prn. 260 Meeldion an..

Full
will
-Fri
San

Jose. call 286-5880
SHERWIN WIL LIAM PAINT CO hiring
10-20 hrs NOW. incressing in the
internship
program
summer
available Working paint. blinds.
walicoveeing
S
iloorcovering
ales 3058 Airnaden E
, call
723-7787
STUDENTS’ MANY LONG term 8
short termS pt tirne loos evall im

COUNSELOR -WORK WITH AUTISTIC
children in group home Greet
...per for psych 11 spec ed. students Call ME. 9-5,377-5412

mediete needs for word processors. .creterles. reception.
Ists, data entry & clerks Pay
rendes vary. $6-$12, call NOW,

DRIVERS POSITIONS., Part tirse-Avls

738-8822

Rent A Car is now accepting tip
plIcations lilt. San Jose Airport
location Plea. apply al 1455
NE Airport Blvd between Barn
end 4prn. Monday through Friday
EARN $100 to $500 and more weekly
Homework.ers needed for company protect Work In your spare
time For turther information ruah
Stamped self addressed envelope
to Jr. Malicompeny. P 0 13o. 25.
Cestalc, Ca 91310
EARN $100 to 0500 and more weakly
Homework.s needed tot company protect WOO in your spare
lime For further Informetion rush
Stamped sell addressed @nook.
to JRK Malicompany.P 0 Sox 24,
Castelc. Ca 91310
ENCYCLOPEDIA SALES, Map your
0240 per
prosperIty-earn
own
sok. plus acklitional incentive
poyment We oiler. complete Ilne
of educational products We offer
tree video trainIng For an inter
dew call Mr Meted Ad 241-3295
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUcounselor at Camp
NITY, Be
Wayne In NF Penn Warm, fun
Semi. eh.. Specialists needed
In all sports, welerfrom atls.
computer., camping Campus inWrite 570
got.. arranged
Broadway, Lynbrook. NY 11563 or
.11516-599-4582
OPERATORS
PROC
NEEDED al VARIAN Full Ilmer,
Saturday.
shift
(Friday.
weekend
Sunday. Monday) Requires U S
orients.
technIcal
citizenship.
lion and good record keeping

EXHAUST

settle Call L lz at 1415) 493-1800.
set 445
GENERAL OFFICE CLERK varied duties 1100 hrs. nil.. 8 Mulcts Call
Debby Janet at 219-7393
FT TAKES A sp.1.1 person to become
profealonel clown A make balloon deliveries Call us now. Balloons to Blimps, 379-8259
JOB HUNTING’? Get rieclualve guides
to RAY Area career in Advertilog, Biotechnology, Telecom,.
&cations Prepared by business
researchers $2196 each Send
check made to Citywl." or Via &MC name, number explr data
and signature Designate AD or
BIOTECH or TEl ECOM CityWl.
Career Guides. Oa& 20e, 5533
Broadwiry, Oektorid, C 94618
J0115, JOBS. JOBS’ Ideal tor students Join our marketing staff
Teke new and Renewal magazine
order by phone MonWeds
Sal A Sun Outstending earning
potential Coll 370-9090
Student pairdees.
bull time, great opporturilty Cal
Peul Cl 983-4900 277 .8164

PAINT

AMERICA’

PART 11, FOIL

TRAF RIFT.

P"

-

Nations’ firm preparing for Spring
8 Summer work if .cepted. you
will *am $11 75 starting. PT (TO)
earn per wk equal 5235 rr (40)

are plus Some evening & week lad position. ere bailable
some flerelbility Is allowed during

942.2470
TEl EMARKFTING
full pad time

7700 or 2547136 eves

15 percent discount lo students
and lecully Call betore June 1
1987 and gel your first appt al I 7
price Unwanted Heir Disappears

SJSU AREA 20,1 be new cerpts. paint
clean remodid 555 S 8111 Si
541C m.
deposit 415-384-1259
STUDIO APT. 1 miles NORTH of um.
pus 0425 noo has extra on (.1udy kdnm for One)
Call Me
6647 275-9509 or 14004744200
Also need peril.e manager
starting in May
STUDIO APT AVAILABLE 5 25-8 24,
5365 mo 5 biks from campus, all
street parking. excellent condition, kitchen & bath, laundry
room quiet Call 294-0163
SUMMER RATES NOW’ Large 2
ept wIth 2 big baths Campus
block 0450 rno SavorIly bldg
267.5316 867-0642 Make Fall
...lion now also,

bed
one
Call
’es-

UNFURNISHED

RMS In 4br horn..
quiet Campbell neighborhood nr
PRUNE YARD Washer -dryer full
privileges
Nonsmokers
only
$275 rho
share utile 377-1654

1920. DECORATOR APARTMENT,.
CONDO style, 1 bedroom Av.eble for mature person Long lerm
preferred Must be financially r.
.0mill., clean, quiet end sober
only 551-553 S 6th Si . 2930919287-2077 often Spar 0450
SINGLE OCCUPANCY

PERSONALS
EXPI ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE!’
First-cisss metaphyekal counseling Is excellent for tindIng Ills dl
r.11on and purpo., vocational
guidance, deep see-knowledge.
ciarttying
life
transitions.
reletionship conipstibIllty, and
prolound Insights into life dynamics and your souts path I hove
been in pd.ie practice as Professional Psychtc Consultant end
Astrologer since 1970 and use
vast way of 1.hnIgues in serving you A singe seslon does
the job-amazingly rapid, effective
end practical 675 hr. $45 30 min
References. Carol Willis, M A Call
1408(734-9110 for appointment or
lobe placed on the melling ilst for
lector...workshops classes
FEMALE

COMPANION WANTED to

1101 with sincere handicapped
man Want to establish lasting
relationship. Meese coil Brien at

COLOR ANALYSIS’ Step into SPRING
In your season. Spring Specie!
$30 for you am friend Call Petty

START

TODAY,

Flexible hours
$4 hr to sled
commission &
bonus A national carpel cleaning
company is looking for ent Noise tic persons lo help expand lis Bay
area operation Cell note 9880720

TELEMARKETING’ START TODAY’
Work In
friendly atmosphere
We will trek you to meke top $
Earn $5 25 hour plus bonuses
and nightly incentives We want
motto/41HE enthusiastic people
Monday through Friday horn 4 309pm and Saturday 1010 3pm With
right person. hours con be Next
We Call 378-3382, mak tor KIM
TG1 FRIDAY’. RESTAURANT now sir.
log welter asses 1 line C00.1
Apply in pereOn btwn 2-4 Mtg.
10343 N Wolfe Rd Cupertino
WAITRESS WANTED pert time at MINATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
Call M. et 9961-971t for deist’.
617N 8th St . San Jose
WHEREHOUSE POSITIONS AVAIL.
All F in parcel delivery company
Pert -time 04-F. 5p rn - 9 pm or 3
m 9 m 05 15-05 50 per hour
Must be In good physical condition for tooling end unloading
and pulling packages from con
veyor belt Conducting interviews
MAY 1st Sign opal Career Planning and Placement Center BC April 30th
I 3 Deedli. 4 30 p
WORK STUDY Ohl V for FM. 1117 in
STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER Apply or Shiclent Union
Directors othec on top floor
WORK STUDY POSITION in ORIENT*
TION SERVICES *west In design
end Wplernentation of outline&
orientotton
programs
,520
Ms wit , 11 50-$4 90 hr. flevlbte
hours with estendeal hours in
...wee Must qualify for Work
Study Apply now at Student Ac.
bottles II Services Office. CAE
Bldg

HOUSING
AFFORDAFR E HOUSING. Neer San
Jo. Stale ler etude,. Don’t
hesele portOng, welt to school
free utillties. monthly disc Folly
color TV VCR end
fumihed,
housekeeping service Shared or
single rooms eve... Ofter. 72
N 5th St , call .11-0134
PENAL E huge
ROOM FOR RENT
room in Victorian house ecru.
SJSU vall NOW, 6230150.0
ill EREF,dep $175, 354-1117
ROOM FOR REP. lege Condo Ca-

Ft OTATION RELAXATION
Strasser!
ou177, Come to the only 110.1e.
dum in Northern California kn.Ins your.lt floating on 307. saline solution Your body forgets
the we.
The muscles Met
usuelly hold you &gins’ gravity
tin now ’let Go, The experience
is illt floating in space Results,
Told muscular relasstion You
come away from the experienc
feeling you ve been vecetioning
tor week In Maul Call now for Information or better 61111, as first
time floater, call for an eppointment and bring this ad fOr 25%
float for 530 TRAM discount
GUI. ITY PLACE, 445 Woshington
St . Sent. Clara, Ca
7200

Sunday brunches. lectures. Tuesday lunch and Learn , Israeli
dancing, holiday celebrations
For information call Hillef at 294-

109 All cells confidential, ex
pens.o related In pregnsncy lobe
discussed
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PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
D... Michel, formerly of KSJS.
You’ve got the party, wive got
the mullic. Michel Productions
provides a wide variety of musk
for your wedding, party, or dance

Guaranteed work Only 10 minutes from campus Words and
More (Pamela) 923-7810

II reasonable rates Cell D.Iree
Or Phil .1 209-2820 432-5333

BEST"PAPER when we’ve word.
processed II’ Prol.sional typing editing ol your term papers.
theses. letters. whatever Guar.
e ntered eecellence Experienced
word processors. dependble,
test and available N E San Jose
Call 251-0449

PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by SJSU grad Cherish
your price*. nomad. forever
Budget and deluxe packages
avellabie Complimentary 4 I 10
when you mention thl. ad For
eppoiniment call
Paul
Smith Photography al 254.1329
FREE

ACADEMIC
AND
PROFESSIONAL
word procesIng PJ’s Word Processing Service offers quality
gusrenteed work Experienced in

RESUMES!!!! Distinctive end Professional We mile and print your resume, or...nthng your qualifica-

term papers. thesis, group pro (acts, resumes. manuscripts and
letters Only minutes from tempos Cell PJ al 923-2309

tions In way that gets you the
lob Letter &witty laser printing
Cover letter, and envelopes also
eceil Ressonoble rates Student
discounts Call us, Dion Business
CommunIcstIon at 9811- r502

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING -923’
846r 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
All formats (AAA. MLA. Tumble.
etc end group protects welcome
Free spell check and disk storage
Experienced thesis and public.lion typist Standard and micro -

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN Distinctive portreiture
with a etensitIve touch A variety
ot packages to shoo. from, all
By appoint-

...110 transcription Word process,. instruction wallet. 910
By
eppointment
Mon Fri

TYPING

Chrystal 973-8461

*AAA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT,
ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY.
EDGEABLE in typing that’. tops
Thanks
trust Tony 296-2087

ACCOMPLISHED.
ACCURATE,
AWARD WINNING typist 10 min.
We. from SJSU 10 years amp.enc. typing research papers,

$1 50 pee page double sp..
Avalleble .ven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar-

manuscripts. lap. transcription
and will meet all deadlines Hourly

AAAAH
PERFECTION,
LASER
PRINTER type.el quality output
Word processing .1 111 best Have
do. own master thesis F xped

(leave message) 7672149

Inc Very competitive rates and
fest turn around avelleble Stu
dents receive discount edth ID
eek tor
Access Dole, 281-4962
Teresa

926-4370 TODAY,
A.PL US TYPING 12 years eepedence
1 7 block horn bus bide Rapid
lumeround Selectric II 11 Epson
minimum
0-800
DI 50 page.

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Experienced, professional word protheses,
papers.
recessing
sum.. office overflow,
newsletters Student Discounts

charge. OS Avelleble seven days
week Cell Tom .1 792-4096

plays. resumes, cover B follow-up
letters. manuscripts (books, erli
Cl.., short stories). IrenscrIption
FREE SPELCHEII. copy .11(11requested), proof, disc storage Stu
dent faculty
discounts
Quick
turnaround Santa Clara
2465625

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL’ Two
fingef typing got you down, Than
cell Gall el A WORD OR TWO tor
quality typing of reports end
theses 287-6442. If no answer

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor your
academic, business, legel word
processing needs Term papers.
reports. resumes, cover letters,
group protects, menuals. theses,
dissertations, etc All academic
formats
APA Free disk atOrage SPELCHEK, punctuation end
grammar assistance All work

please leave message
CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING Reports
the.., group projects, resume.
AAA a .facially Clutch return on
III papers All work gueranteed

&townie. Professional. quick 8
dependable service at AFFORDAIll E RATES., Cell Pam et 247.
2681 (Sent. Chu& Further 550
0195 with referral discounts.

Per page and hourly rates Almaden Branham eras Free disk morn. PROF STENO TYPING
SERVICE 11 261-4504

PROCESS IT WRITE!! Faculty and students can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletters.
reports, resumes. publicationu.
manuscripts.
correspondence
etc Will aid in grammar spelling.

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING,
All typos ot papers, all lengths
St 60 page typing A spellingslOu
bee ewe. 01 85’page typing &
boil proof -reeding Campbell area
local pkkup 6 delivery 886-8960
DAYSTAR

SECRETARIAL-

punctuation For prompt. 7 day
response, bitve message for
Pernele at 780-1821

Proles

’tonal student typist and skilled
word processor Dependeble end

guilty erintnig typing service..
word processing
Quick Wm- ,
around Reasonable rates Call
257-4333 or viert at 4255 WIRlem
Rd ,Suite 074, San Jo.

Cell Mrs

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term &opera research papers,
theses & dissertations (Cernpbell,
Turstion, APA 3rd .4 1, screen-

Hill SANTA
TERESA
BLOSSOM
AREA lest, accurate typing end
word pr.essing .allable seven
days week Academic. &win.5
and personal typing welcome
Cali 365-1012

TERM PAPERS .

RESUMES. Need
help’ Cali SO 5’ Word Processing Spell Check loller Goal
ily Printers Resumes (10 copies
Incl I Cover letter,
Envelop.
Pholocoples
Fperienced

8650

repeat clients, call to weer. Orne
for your projects before end-of
eernester rush Is on!)

TYPING!!,

REASONABLE RATES!!
Sante Clare sr. Call Patti if 246
5633

TYPING $2 00 page. resume OS 1. up,
minimum charge 85 We use 119M
compatible. Wordstar word processor and Otter quell& pdnter
PC-COM, 404 5 3rd Si . corner of
San Salvador One block from
campus Call 295 1606
WORD EOPERTISE Word Proc.sIng
Inertia dissertation manuscript
English French Spanish
(408)
371-8220
WORD PROCESSING’ Term papers.
reports. etc Students. ’acuity
Fast, accurst. Convenient Igo
lion off 1280 L &ph Cell L Ind. for
rates at 998-0764
WORD PROCESSING. Students. Instructors. small business Term
papers. thesis, resumes, menoats dissertations mass mailing,
spell check. etc
Reasonable
rates Call IC & 17 Desktop Services et 774.7671 I wiled pick up
11 delivery
WORD

SUCCESS ENTERPRISES PROFESSIONAL
typing end business
services Fast, reesonable and
noel university Call (406) 292
4047

EDITING WORD PROCESSING 2615
9448 1dm., English rnejor can
assist w grernmar, vocabulary,
sentence
structure
Term research pope.. (AP., Turabian,
Campbell) el.0 resumes cover
lei l edible copy please Students
end faculty welcome Willow Glen

choke of paper
Yet
inexpenelve

735-8845 (Sue) Sunnyvale.

PROFESSION& EDITING OF ternt papers. theses. and dissertations
Help with organization. grammar
and punctuation Plea. call 554.

last, Perlect finished documents
from laser printer
no typos.
whiteout, etc I $1 50 per page
Call Sheron al 358-2717 (To my

APA formal term paper, th.is welcomed 10 years typing word processing exp Letter quallty print -

wced In resume.. letters, theses.
professional back-up 10 group
protects No lob too small or too
large Reasonable Call Bar. al

area, easy to i.e.
Morton 266-9448

BEARABLE
WORD PROCESSING
Term papers. the.. book menu.ripts. resumes, coo. letters,
mailing lists, etc Minor eging
available Free disk storage Sat
1.1.tIon guaranteed Call Nile

rates Work guaranteed Jane et
751.5942

ant..1 Thanks

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFFES
SIONAL typing b business sem
kes Fa.t reasoner:fie lend neer
university Cell (408)292,4047
PUR. tu A ’IONS

SUN-RISE

offers

PROCESSING term goers
special protects. etc Gulch turn
around. call 272.0414

WORDPROCESSING 8 MISC TY17.413
Thesis, essays, resume.. public.
Irons. manuscripts 629-1348
ZEE s TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES East. ccurate work
available seven days e week L.
toted In the Blossom SWUM.
Tere. ores Cal, 3651012
"IL

Print Your Ad Here
(Court) approximately 30 letters and spaces for each

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

MIKE, CUT THE SNICKER -BAR tau I
am not your SUGAR LIPS My
phon, is for my use Why not be

Two
One
Day
Days
3 Lines
$3 55 $435
41,mnes $435 $5 15
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $5.95 $680
Each Additional Line Add $

real end grow up. Guy, KIM
REM EUROPEAN RRFAK THROUGH
hair ItIn care is sun & neglect
@ging IOU prematurely! Check
thls self done, unadvertlitecl, non
OTC Item anytime VIKTOR (Ver.torlind dish 270.3774429-7724

Three
Days
$4 75
$555
$635
$715
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$140

Flys
Days
$520
$600
$680
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$I 05
$1 20
$1 35

THAT
ACTUALLY
WORKS?", Hell always put the
beet down wIth polstkker Send
12 50 to 0 K Production., PO
Rom 360190, Milpilso Ca 95035
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1

1

1
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10-14 lines $63 00
5-9 Lines $4600
15 Plus Lines $8000

Phone 277-3175

SERVICES

Enclosed
Circle a Classihcation
Announcements

had low beck pain for more than
III Months A ant 20-55 yea’s old
cell
the
cortege
et
patine
1408)244-8107 .401

Automotive
Travel
Stereo

1
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Help Wanted

Personals

Housing

Services
Lost A Found

Sale
typing
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City & State_

BACKACHE, PALMER COI L EGE OF
CHIROPRACTIC4.1 le currently
accepting patients tor FREE el
...Dons S treeiment, as pert of
II you have
research prole&

1

1

hn

Print Name

Semester Rates All Issues)

SOMETHING

bikini, tummy, moustache. Mc)

.

Home On The Range

793-4780

KEYS MADE, LOCKOUTS opened. rekeying looks 8 deedbolls installed. master saying Call 9 00
10 6 00 Mon Ihnt Sat (Sun by
appl only) licensed-bonded -mobile 100. diaCOunt on labor with
this ed Special riles for senior
SJSU students. steff
?acuity FREE estimates EMER
GENCIES ANYTIME’
Call Ron
Hughes, Evergr.n Locksmith
Security Services. 270-3277, Sen
Jose All work guarenteed

INSTANT CREDIT. NO credit check’
No Inter-eel charges, You ore Nig
ble. Unlimited credit line with full
color catalog, VCR s jewelry and
more FREE information please
write National Home Shoppers,
10.90359. San Jose. Ca 95109

RARE IT All ’ Stop shaiong, waxing,
tweezing or using clternicei dept.
torles let me perrnenentty remove your unwonted hair (chin.

.. 0, 411

,4010-

&maw. HIPPIE GAP
SMOKES D3PE AWLS/ENS
-)(7 7Z) OWN

0.e.,
P--

_
;i1,,

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC..
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential
335 5
FlaywOOd
Ave S. Jo.. call 247.7466 for
epporantment

(0311
IF YOU ARE PREGNANT end consid
.ring Wootton on erre
M.o.&
married childless couple
Call
anytime (415)447-3793, it.p 171 -

-

V

EE. IF
Is that ELECTRONIC DE.
SIGN PROJECT due end you hove
no resources for ideas or what to
Electronics is comSHI
mitted lo otter low cost consulting newts for the student Call

reasonably priced
ment (406)259-5941

("

A

,1-

,..- ...’ 4L
’ 1,3/

EDITORIAL SERVICES
RE -writing
Thesis development preparetion
Statistics All fields Catalog Berkeley (115(5284957.841-5036

(406) 243-

HILL
JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA110N. Shabbat dinners, girlies.

’ fin /

at 733-7939 for appointment
DATA ANALYSIS
Clear expia.
nations meson.. UNI 11 multi.
date statistics 713S Research
Asoc (115)349-4407

days 942-7736, Eves
ask for Joe

604........8HeAtr,:f1,17:
BE.

4

Gene Mahoney

YEAH! WELL I DOV’T
CARE If Tuve
IS G.
I FORGET IT,

trance

Has washes cello, nice
yard b garage 5325 mo. call days
432-1727 1253, eves 293-3507

YOUR FEE7:

.rnir

,/ 44001

INE NEVER
WANT 10

_ ,. 0.4., . . 4., , i.a. . ,5-n-im/NN:ivi0,ANfe6to_ivui:p-r7.,_:06
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MO IF ‘r00 HAVE
Tio LIE ON YOUR
BACK , ALL YOU

Good Clean Fun

Willi lity Ca
G
Ch ig
RE
559-3500.1645 S Bascom
Ave, MC ’Hair Today Gone To-

298-2304

SUMMER JOBS IN AOUATICS MR&
tas
R.reatIon
Dept
Lifeguards swim instructor 622-8-21,
30-40 hrs.. APPLY NOW, Call

l’age 9

Computers

IS

__

S_

__For_

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

Ines

_Days

Classified Desk Located Outside 08112011
Hours 900 A M to 330P M
Deadline Two days prior to publication

San Jose State University

Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose, California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads
ii

Campus
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A.S. to vote

The Tower List
Book listing professor evaluations now available
By Diane %I. Bejarano
Daily stall wnter
Students trying to decide which
classes to take during computer -assisted
browse through the
registration
’rower IN. a book listing results of sau
dent es :dilations ol SISU professors
.1 he list is now available for $1 so
at the Spartan and Roberts book stoles
Published by I. au. Delta Phi honoi
fraternity, the book sumsers the performances of professors in the School ot
Science and the School ot Education.
said Michele lienolone, grand magus
trate of ’tau 1)elia Phi
The book lists allot the departments
within the schools and tabulates the
scores the students gave each professor
In past years the fraternits has cos crud all school deo:unisons nine times.
The ’tower list has been published since
1964. It use to pros ide es ;dilations of the
total campus hut that was time-consuming. Benolone said
’the students were asked 12 questions. Fellows said the questions are included in the test

Geologists
say big quake
will hit soon
.os
\ pi
panel plans to
Biding estimates about how
trous earthquakes aie lukelth
1101111il.

a

I

S

( ieOlOr

’We do absolutely no
interpreting. We don’t
want to say ’Don’t take
this instructor or that one,
because he or she is hard
or not very inspiring.’
Michele Bertolone,
grand magistrate of ’tau I )ella l’hi
Some questions requested students
to evaluate whether the course requirements were clear and/or challenging
The questionnaire also asked students to respond to the accessibility ot
the instructor.
Each student was asked whether he
or she would recommend the teacher to
others.
The next report will cover the
schools of Business and Ilumanin,. .111(1

Arts.
The current issue is the ninth edition. volume three.
’there are very few issues left of
volume one, which evaluated the Business and Applied Arts and Sciences
schools, said co-editor Susan hellows. a
senior majoring in business. The other
editor is Sandra Kowalski, a tumor manning in education.
I lie %Mimic two edition, which has
evaluatiotis sit professors in the School ot
Engineering. is still available at Roberts
and Spartan bookstores, she said.
the fraternity published 2.000 copies of the list this semester. "Students
are very cage! Sales are Away s
Rerhiliiiie said
’’ I his is inlr lel Ise 10 the I;0111I1J11n I . :nod we chose to serve the SJSU
communits ’ she said
’’ We do ahwilutels 11,i interpreting.** Heit,slu tie said "We don’t ta ant to
as ’Don’t take this 111,111100f or that
OT she is 11:1111 it not set.)
because

Place an ad
in the
Spartan Daily.
277-3171

the survey is conducted just alter
midterms, about the 10th or 11th week sit
classes At that time the student has been
in the class long enough to know the instructor, she said
Not all prole...ors were evaluated,
because some were hard to reach sir coordinate with before going into public,
non, she said.
The teachers and the students high
want a high-qualit% education, she said.
The fratermis is better known as the
’tower fraternity that uses the red plank
and chair up in the tower during rush sea
SIM.

Bavarian Discount Sales .
Nissan

New Used & Rebuilt Parts
Sheet Metal & Accessories
YX) 0111 )caler List Priccs
"Come to us for all your import needs (408) 848-3985 7340 Railroad Ave Gilroy, CA 95020

r

,i1

. Each instructor evaluated is contacted first and must give permission for
an es aluation. she said,

BMW & Mercedes Specialists
Hondas VolvoVWSubaruSaab
Toyotas PorscheAudiMazda

UncoverYour
True Potential

A

inspiring
She said some teachers in the past
were not pleased with the results, but
inido,..1
h
are obliging and have no thing t o

next month
on contract
CONTRACT. inon mime I
do. There’s not much jots stability." she
said. "When they start cutting from the
budget, we’re the first place they look...
By joining the union, the emplosees
hope to gain this stahlity,.1.enan said
’the contract that was tentative’ s
reed upon is modeled alter the sine used
fly the C’alifornia State Student A,OCiation and its emplosees. Vs’oodward said
earlier this montlt.
the contract. N hich includes a negotiable pa) raise between eero and
seven percent, was given to the A.S.

Roger Wert
rireoderir
N
board in March. Woodward said
Wen finished looking over the conthe A.S. personnel
tract 011 April
hoard then ’,umted to accept the contract
on April 4.

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly?
Try our self -paced learning programs in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Russian and Spanish.
No formal classes. Take 1-5 units semester.
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in
lab car home. Text, tapes, software.
New: Advanced Spanish 101 Al B1 (4-4 units).
For qualified students.

Call 277-2576
or come to
Foreign Languages at SH 219.

, ,

official said 1 nesdas
The rex less of the odds of tare,
quakes on the San Andreas and adia.
faults will he conducted by the ago...
National Earthquake Prediction 1..V:111.1.1
tion Council, said council vice chairman
John Filson. chief of the USCIS Ott, ,
Earthquakes, Volcanoes and I ’.
fleeting.
He said the study was requested by
USGS Director Dallas Peck, and should
reduce public "confusion over various
statements made by Vari011% people at va
rious times" about the likelihood ot
major or great quakes. panicularls
Southern C’alifornia hut also in the
greater San Francisco area.
The review won’t result in spc.
predictions of the liming and probah’M
of big temblors. hut "at least we hope
he able to put out a definitive statement
on the (range of) uncertainty." he said
by telephone from t IS( S headquarters in
Reston.
I he analysis will .hegin " w ithin the
nest monilior s’," hut woll’i he rinished
betine tear’s end, he added
Edson said he is most comfortable
with the oft -cited estimate that within 30
to 50 years. there is at least a 50 percent
chance the southern San Andreas will
rupture in either a major quake mcasui
ing 7 on the Richter scale or a magm
tude-8 great quake.
However, a I4115
iS report said
the odds were at least 20 percent within
30 years for a quake measuring al I
’
7.5 on that stretch of the I ault.
19113
California’s
emergen,
spouse plan said such a quake ",
tually certain within the next 30 yen
I+MA estimates a great ten’t,,..
would kill up to 14.000 people in South
em California. seriously injure up to 55.
000 and cause $17 billion in properts
damage
Edson said the review also will ex
amine the odds lor damaging temblors
on the northern San Andreas and ilea’’,
fault+, such a, the Hayward. in th,.
Francisco area
Scientists believe a repeat of San
Francisco’s great quake of 1906 is un
likely within decades because so much
stress was relieved by the last disastei

c:In his attempt to improve upon Lowenbrau’s formula for the best way

in the world to brew beer, Albert stumbled upon another formula.

Courts say police
need OK for ram

fou7+ etil
Rthurtue4 czrAtmy Nit(

I OS ANGELES 1 Aln
A judge.
implementing a state Supreme Court nil
ing, ordered police Tuesday to obtain jii
dicial approval before using a motorieed
battering ram that smashed into a Pa
coima residence during a 19/15 drug raid
Superior Court Judge Jerry I ’,id
issued the ruling Tuesday in the at
the Jan. 2 stale Supreme Court de,
Hut police, who have used the tank
vehicle to attack fortified "rock hous,
where cocaine is sold, are appealing to
the U.S. Supreme Court.
"tin less we are prepared to train
our judges in this very special field in
knowledge. the impact on police opera
Icons will prose to he dangerous to the
people we serve and particularly. %tango
ous to 0111 officers who must carry out
the operation." Gates said in a written
statement
American Civil Liberties Union at
torney Joan Howarth said the high court
imposed conditions for use of the at
mored vehicle, which has a steel ram
ming device alt -bed to its front.

...........................

_

The ACI.t sued in February. MKS
after the ram bashed in a wall at the Pa
mime home of Antonio Johnson. 2c
wife I instil. 24, and her 5 -year-old
Marquee Norton. Plaintiff in the sun
Dolores 1 anghird, who was visiting the
Johnson home with her two small children at the time of the Feb 6 raid.
"I he use of the hattenng ram w as
unreammahle, excessive and unlaw
force applied without provocation, lush
ficalion or necessity:* the ACTU said in
its 19115 suit
The Johnson% have sued the city
separately for 560 million over the raid.
Their attorney, Johnnie Cochran, was
OW of the country and unreachable for
comment Tuesday. his office said

e
C

sid.moker 110

Early in his career Albert
realized that his life’s dream of
improving Lowenbrau’s formula
was a futile one.
Bottle by bottle, he would
examine and discuss the subatomic particles of Lowenbrau’s
rich taste. He would often theorize
that Bavarian supervision, plus
the richness of Bavarian hops
brewed fresh and smooth, was the
best way in the world to brew beer.
And at about ten o’clock on
any given Thursday, he and the
other professors in his department
would gather at the Cyclotron
Tavern where they would obtain
hard evidence to support their
findings. Usually a tournament of
quarter bounce would evolve, during which Albert and his friends
would lose all track of time and
space. Finally, by evening’s end,
he would further theorize that
Lowenbrau’s mass appeal would
grow exponentially in an everexpanding universe, and in all the
great beer drinking countries,
because... it’s the best way in the
world to brew beer.

